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First we can look at our last writing of the 18th where [see last week’s Front
Page story] we speak of gold and precious metals and the confiscation of same
by the government.
Can it happen? IT HAPPENED! Once there is precedent,

In this day of conflicting stories about any one given subject,
how can you expect to know the truth of each, either or neither?
Go to the possibilities and then look carefully at history, background, the immediate writer or story teller, prior actions and
in what relationship,
etc.
Let us example here for just a minute because, as with most
of the journals, there is a mish-mash of information seemingly
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This article by Martha M. Christy appears in the
current issue (February-March) of NEXUS (Call 815
253-6464 for subscription information or sample copy.)
The world-wide proliferation of deadly designer diseases is an offshoot of the depopulation agenda of the
NW0 plutocrats. Their success depends on keeping us
ignorant of the plot and of basic, life-saving substances
and information we need to survive. The AMA, drug
cartels, and other Elite-controlled organizations have
spared no expense in ruining those who would bring
you low-cost, effective, health-restoring treatmentsand in banning the sale of safe, non-pharmaceutical
products. The big-lie technique, laced with ridicule
and condemnation, is also used to discredit the truthKeep all this in mind as you read this
bringers.
example of “suppressed technology”, [quoting:]
There is an extraordinary
natural healing substance, produced by our own bodies, that modern medical science has proven to be one of the most powerful
natural medicines known to man. Unlike many other
natural medical therapies, this method requires no
monetary investment or doctor’s intervention and can
be easilv accessed and used at any time. The extensive
medical research findings on this natural medicine
have never been compiled and released to the general
public before now, but those who have been fortunate
enough to hear about this medicine and use it have
found that it can produce often astounding healing even
when all other therapies have failed.
My own experience with this little-known natural
medicine began as a result of my search for an answer
to many years of serious chronic illnesses that had
begun very early in life. Like thousands of people
today, I had developed chronic, degenerative disorders
that couldn’t be helped by conventional medicine and
which threatened to destroy permanently my ability to
work, function and simply enjoy life.
From the first day I began this therapy, to my
immense surprise I got almost instantaneous relief
from my incurable constipation and fluid retention.
Within a week, my severe abdominal and pelvic pain
was unbelievably gone. The chronic cystitis and yeast
infections (internal and external) soon disappeared,
and food allergies, exhaustion and digestive problems
all began to heal. After a few more months of the
therapy I noticed that, amazingly, my colds, flu, sore
throats and viral symptoms, all of which had resurfaced
and become chronic after the earlier surgeries, now
rarely made an appearance. My hair, which had fallen
out in handfuls after my fifth surgery, became thick and
lustrous, my weight normalized and my energy and
strength increased so markedly that I was even able to
work again. Last summer I hiked four miles into the
Grand Canyon. For the first time in many years I can
swim and even comfortably ride horseback or on my
mountain bike for hours at a time-all
formerly unimaginable activities. Much to my own and my family’s
amazement, I am back at work. After 30 years of almost
non-stop illness, I have a rich, full life again- all
because of an unbelievably simple and effective natural
medicine that almost none of us even knows exists.
So what is this mystery miracle medicine and why
don’t any of us know anything about it? If the body
really does produce such an amazing substance, and
doctors and scientists have used it to heal people, where
are the news reports, the accolades, the commercials,
the media hype? You want to know the answer? Then
prepare yourself by first opening your mind. Let go of
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does not need at the time. These excess elements are
collected within the kidney in the form of a purified,
sterile, watery solution called urine.
Many of the
constituents of this filtered watery solution, or urine,
are then re-absorbed by the nephron and delivered back
into the bloodstream.
The remainder of the urine
passes out of the kidneys into the bladder and is then
your initial disbelief and preconceptions and get ready excreted from the body.
for the best-kept secret in medical history.
So, you say, the body’s gotten rid of this stuff for a
This extraordinary miracle medicine that numer- reason-so
why would we want to use it again? And
ous doctors, researchers and hundreds of people have here’s the catch. The function of the kidneys is to keep
used for healing is human urine.
the various elements in your blood balanced.
The
Surprised? What amazes people most when they kidneys do not filter out important elements in the
first hear about the medical use of urine is that they’ve blood because those elements in themselves are toxic or
never heard of it before.
To the vast majority of poisonous or bad for the body, but simply because the
mankind, urine is nothing more than a somewhat re- body did not need that particular concentration of that
pugnant “waste” that the body has to excrete in order to element at the time it was excreted.
And medical
function. But as you’ll discover, urine is not a waste researchers have discovered that many of the elements
product of the body but, rather, an extraordinarily
of the blood that are found in urine have enormous
valuable physiological substance that has been shown medicinal value, and when they are reintroduced into
throughout the history of medical science right up until the body they boost the body’s immune defenses and
today to have profound medical uses that most of us stimulate healing in a way that nothing else does.
know absolutely nothing about.
Scientists have discovered that urine, because it is
actually extracted from our blood, contains small
IT’S NOT WHAT
YOU THINK
amounts of almost all of the life-sustaining nutrients,
proteins, hormones, anti-bodies and immunizing agents
One of the first things we need to clear up is the that our blood contains.
common perception of urine. Urine is not what you
To us, the public, urine seems like an undesirable
think it is. In reality, urine is not, as most of us believe, waste product of the body, but to the medical research
the excess waste from food and liquids that goes through community and the drug industry it’s been considered
the intestines and is eliminated from the body. I know to be liquid gold. [The article contains a lengthy
that we generally think of urine in just this way: you eat discussion of the commercial medical applications of
and drink, the intestines “wring” out the good stuff in urine and urea (the principal organic solid in urine)
the food. and the urine is the leftover, dirty, waste water derivatives in use today, such as Ureaphil (a diuretic
made from urea);
that
your
body
Urofollitropin and
doesn’t want, so it
“Autouropathy
(urine therapy) did flourish in many
Pergonal (urineshould never, ever be
parts
of
the
world
and it continues
to flourish
extract
fertility
reintroduced into the
drugs);
Uracin
body in any formtoday.. .There is, unknown to most of us, a wide usage
(urea
cream
for
right? Wrong.
of uropathy and a great volume of knowledge available
skin problems);
No matter how
showing
the multitudinous
advantages
of this
Amino-Cerv (urea
popular a conception,
cream for cervical
modality.
..Urine
is only a derivative
of the
this
commonly
treatments;
shared scenario may
blood... .Normally
excreted,
urine
is a fluid of
Premarin (urinebe, it just isn’t true.
tremendous variations of compositions.. .” Dr. John R.
extract
estrogen
Urine is not made in
Herman, Clinical Professor ofurology at Albert Einstein
supplement;
your
intestines.
Panafil (urea-paCollege
of Medicine,
in an article
titled
Urine is made in and
pain ointment for
by your kidneys. So
“Autourotherapy”,
published in the New York State
skin ulcers, burns,
what does this mean,
Journal
of
Medicine
(vol 80, no. 7, June 1980).
infected
and
and why should it
wounds; Urokinase
change the way you
feel about urine? In layman’s language, this is how and (an enzyme that dissolves blood clots and is used to
why urine is made in the body. When you eat, the food treat victims of heart attacks).] Medical researchers
you ingest is eventually broken down in the stomach have also proven that urea is one of the best and only
and intestines into extremely small molecules. These medically proven, effective skin moisturizers in the
molecules are absorbed into tiny tubules in the intesti- world. So, surprising as it seems, urine and urea do
nal wall and then pass through these tubes into the have an amazing, voluminous history in both traditional and modern medicine.
bloodstream.
Many doctors have discovered and shown that it’s
The blood circulates throughout your body, carrying these food molecules and other nutrients along with extremely important to use our own natural urine in
critical immune-defense and regulating elements such healing because extracts or synthetic drug forms Of
as red and white blood cells, anti-bodies, plasma, mi- urine don’t contain all of these individualized elements
croscopic proteins, hormones, enzymes, etc., which are that address our personal individual health needs.
all manufactured at different locations in the body. The Another reason that many doctors have emphasized the
blood continually distributes its load of life-sustaining
use of the natural form of urine is that it does not
elements throughout the body, nourishing every cell produce side-effects whereas synthetic drugs and theraand protecting the body from disease. As it flows pies all produce side-effects, many of which are exthrough the body, this nutrient-filled
blood passes tremely dangerous. An example, the urine-extract drug
through the liver where toxins are removed and later called urokinase, which is used to dissolve dangerous
excreted from the body in the form of solid waste. blood clots, can cause serious abnormal bleeding as a
Eventually, this purified, “cleaned” blood makes its side-effect; but natural urine itself, which contains
measurable amounts of urokinase, has been used meway to the kidneys.
When the blood enters the kidneys it is filtered dicinally even in extremely large quantities without
through an immensely complex and intricate system of causing side-effects.
In almost 100 years of laboratory and clinical
minute tubules, called nephron, through which the
blood is literally “squeezed” at high pressure. This studies on the use of natural urine and simple urea in
filtering process removes excess amounts of water, medicine, extraordinary results have been obtained,
salts and other elements in the blood that your body but NO toxic or dangerous side-effects to the user have
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ever been observed or reported by either researchers
patients using the therapy. [End of quoting.]
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Ms. Christy’s article is extracted from her book,
Your Own Perfect Medicine, which is available from
FutureMed, Inc. To order a copy, call l-800-800-8849.
The price is $19.95 plus $4.00 postage and handling.
Last week’s News Desk featured articles about
meningitis outbreaks occurring in children across the
country. In her book, Ms. Christy discusses the favorable results obtained in a 1956 study by Drs. Javid and
Settlage, reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association, on the reduction of cerebrospinal fluid
pressure using urea in cases of meningitis (page 95).
And what about the new strains of tuberculosis
unleashed upon us? You may want to read for yourself
Report # 14, “The Effect of Human Urine on Tubercule
Bacilli”, by Dr. K.B. Bjornesjo, from the Department of
Medical Chemistry, Uppsala, Sweden (page 91), or
several others on this same subject in Martha Christy’s
book.
What about AIDS? Here’s an excerpt from the
August 9, 1990 Bay Reporter, quoted in Your Own
Perfect Medicine:
“Thanks to the research of Dr. Alvin FriedmanKien and his staff at the New York University Medical
Center it was discovered in 1988 that the antibodies to
HIV-l aDDear in the urine of Datients diagnosed with
dAIDS . . .according to the involved researchers ‘urine
is not considered infectious because it has not been
shown to contain the virus, only the antibodies’.”
Also included is a quote from SPIN magazine, in
which one AIDS patient reportedly had excellent results with urine therapy, [quoting from page 127:]
Quique Palladino was diagnosed with AIDS,
Kaposi’s Sarcoma, and numerous infections last year.
Today, he claims to have gone into complete remission,
thanks to urine therapy. ‘All my KS lesions are (now)
gone. The mouth ulcers that used to plague me have not
returned. I used to have monthly outbreaks of genital
herpes, but that’s gone too, And even more importantly, my T-cell count has gone up.”
Since urine contains the specific antibodies needed
by each individual, it would seem a promising therapy
for DNA-recombinant diseases such as AIDS, as well as
“mystery” diseases, such as Gulf War Syndrome. [End
of quoting.]
The February 1 issue of THE TORONTO STAR
warns of a deadly threat of malaria, [quoting:]
Deadly malaria is a threat to Ontarians but most
doctors don’t grasp its dangers, warn Toronto tropical
experts who treat more than 100 malariavictims a year.
Many family physicians still issue travellers traditional anti-malarial drugs, unaware that they no longer
work against resistant strains, says Dr. Jay Keystone,
director of the Toronto Hospital’s tropical disease unit.
[End of quoting.]
Well, speaking of malaria, Your Own Perfect Medicine (page 192) reports that when a British soldier in
World War II “was sent to the Far East to fight, he
contracted malaria which he &red himself in just three
days on a urine and water fast, and he reported that. he
never had a recurrence.”
Something to think about.
DEPOPULATION
UPDATE
From the 12/17 issue of the SUNDAY OKLAHOMAN
(Oklahoma City, OK), [quoting:]
KAMPALA, Uganda (A)--More than 10 million African children will be made orphans by the AIDS virus by the
end of the century, the World Health Organization said. The
U.N. agency also predicted that up to 10 million children will
have been born with the disease in Africa by 2000, infected by
their parents and doomed to die. The agency made the
forecasts at a conference in Kampala. [Well, they should
know, since they are major instigators.]

New Gaia Presents
Bread Mixes, Flour & Kernels
Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more formar name) is a grain
of its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anticarcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollutants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike
other grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong,
protective husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen
immunity. Spelt contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides)
which are an
important factor in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system.
New Gaia offers Bread Mixes that use pure Spelt flour instead of wheat. The taste is
uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread
Mixes with both Spelt flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of
bread which can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes
are easy to use with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages
come in 2 lb. sizes only.
Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread
needs that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes.
.
You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour.
.:‘:1:; These come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags.
‘.
‘:

:.
l
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SAUERKRAUT-SPELT

STEW

.‘.
‘. l

l
l
l
l

” : 2 tbl. butter or oil
l
l
:‘,
,.,.
.Y.’
l
1
large
onion,
chopped
. .::e
l
>::. : i,l 2 c. chopped tomatoes (canned or fresh)
l
l
..’ l 1 112 c. cooked spelt kernels
’ l Saute onion in butter til just wilted; add tomatoes and spelt and cook, stirring frequently, for :
.,:
l
. ‘j/l:,: about 7 minutes, until onions are lightly browned. Reduce heat to low.

‘.; ,I

:.

l

l

..: l l/4 tsp. sea salt
: l/8 tsp. pepper
l l/2 tsp. grated lemon rind
: 1 tsp. caraway seeds
l 1 c. vegetable or chicken broth
: Stir in, cover, cook for 20 minutes.

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

: 1 lb. sauerkraut (rinse if too sour)
l Stir in sauerkraut.
To preserve enzymes, do not reheat beyond 110 degrees.
: toast. Serves 3-4

l

l

eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

See Next-to-Last Page for ordering information
or caNI-800-639-4242 (I-800-New-Gaia)

Serve with spelt :
l
l
l
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n this changing (intentional) world. The point is to
ake control of you-the-people and ALL PROPERTY.
rhey are NOT going to overlook something as valuable
IS gold-UNLESS
THEY DEVALUE IT TO THE
‘OINT OF TOTAL NON-VALUE.
The attempt is always to gradually strangle you to
leath, disease you to death, and plague you to death
hrough the markets as well as through disease. They
ake away jobs which means the removal of income for
iving; they then take away assistance so you don’t have
:ven temporary resources; they take away “treatments”
‘oryour illnesses, and finally the point is to accomplish
lepopulation and a society UNDER TOTAL CONfROL AND WITHOUT ASSETS OF ANY KIND EXSEPT THAT WHICH YOU ARE ALLOTTED BY

Gold,PeopleControl&
Searching
For Truth
(Continued

from

readers, there is PROBABILITY that it will happen
again. It is under wuv: Senate Bill 307 is now rcadx
for II House vote. Further, once a thing has reached the
point of having Congressional “Bills” and resolutions
introduced, it is seriously being considered. Further,
when there is very little public attention to the Bill, it
is even more likely that SOMETHING is taking place
behind your backs.
Now, in addition, when the push gets “on” from the
gold DEALERS, beware, for in this instance they act as
if everything is fine, warn you to go for the gold
stashing and get as much as you can, so something else
is then to be considered: possibilities.
It is sad for me to see one I greatly respect, Ron
Paul, NOT even mentioning this Bill to take gold from
the public. This time it includes certain silver as well.
The assumption is, of course, that you would be refunded (returned) Fed notes for the confiscated metals
and/or certificates of some kind. You now KNOW that
those certificates are not ever honored “LATER” AS
CAN BE ATTESTED BY THE OLD CERTIFICATES
NOW WITHOIIT REDEMPTION VALUE AT ALL.
What should you do and with whom should you
move? I can’t answer that question, for you have so
many things to look at which are never told to you in the
mainstream information media.
First: You have gold shipments being stopped,
raided, or sunk coming in from the Philippines and
being shifted all about the globe-trying
to get into the
U.S. to back some of your currency or pay debts which
could save your economy.
Second: There has to be a way of CONTROLLING
the very commodity upon which economies are based.

Front

rHEM!

Page)

This includes commodities that have “futures” on a
trading board like agricultural products.
Third: There has to be some way to satisfy a “national emergency” cause of action and it has to relate to
the currency or monetary value system or it won’t work.
Therefore, with the myriad of other things relative
to the likelihood of confiscation of precious metalsYOU HAVE TO TAKE THIS INTO MAJOR CONSIDERATION.
You, further, have to consider where to keep your
gold and silver. Do you keep it in a Bank vault? Well,
they raided the bank vaults and deposit boxes in 193 3.
Do you bury it in your yard? Not too wise for the
detection can be accomplished from satellite detectors.
Can you convert it to jewelry? Yes, but later you
have to have it assayed to prove value and the transition
is difficult and expensive. There is also a law against
DEFACING money.
Can you store it off shore in, say, Swiss banks?
Yes, but the likelihood of ever retrieving it is zilch to
zero after the “takeover”.
Can you still use it for “value collateral”?
Yes,
briefly, but already the commodity for such purposes is
hard to come by and at some point the banks will close
to such borrowing modes, in all probability.
You have to deal with WHAT IS and utilize a
“break” while you can and then be prepared to change
or give it up as rules change.
CALCULATED
TOTAL
CONTROL

There will be no “perfect” anything for the masses

The final collapse will come SUDDENLY after the
Ire-conditioning has taken place, but you will have
.ulled yourselves into sleep again and again so that
Jvhen the “disaster” strikes in reality-you
will be
shocked out of your senses but you will have nowhere to
run and no place to hide-you will be at the mercy of
whatever comes upon you. Further, the massive blows
will strike at once so as to totally overwhelm you-thepeople AND THE SYSTEMS SET UP TO ASSIST. If,
For instance, you have a financial collapse at the same
time you have ten major quakes in major cities, a plague
underway, and a few tornados with which to simultaneously contend-you
have a picture of total and abso1
lute chaos. If water is nil or contaminated, gas flow is
either burning or nonexistent, no way to travel or get
Fuel for vehicles, no food supplies OR they are contaminated-YOU HAVE BIG PROBLEMS, any one of which
can devastate a nation and a society. In this scenario a
nation’s population comes instantly UNDER CONTROL WITH A CRUST OF BREAD!
Another thing we all have to face is the fact that if
you cannot legally have gold and silver-YOU
CANNOT HAVE GOLD AND SILVER COLLOIDS OR
COMPOUNDS TO FIGHT THE DISEASES NOW
POURING IN UPON YOU. Do you actually think the
very destroyers are going to long allow you recourse to
their dastardly deeds’? You CAN store some precious
colloids more easily than you can store the metals-but
they will eventually check that out as well. When that
happens just pray that you are in good enough immune
system shape to hang on through the assaults and I
know no other route to that end than the Drias and
nobody else has those nor knows how to make them
thrive.
I can’t walk in and tell you what to do, for Dharma
would be lynched and there are always the attackersALWAYS. Even in total ignorance there are the attackers and destroyers of their own SECURITY.
SAFETY

PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING
A PHOENIX JOURNAL
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities to
offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our financial
resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover the printing
costs of the JOURNALS. If you are in a position to assist, please call PHOENIX
SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565 and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.

TUNNELS

Your next question SHOULD be: “What about the
Elite? What will they do?” Oh, I think if you look
.,:,
:.:.,
.i
around pretty carefully you will find that there are
places in the East, other nations such as Australia, and
in the West where the tunneling systems connect and/
or are now having major openings drilled to allow
access. One major such tunnel is at Yucca Mountain in
Nevada. This tunnel is supposedly to house spent
??ji nuclear waste from power plants. No, that is the cover
story to keep you from noticing that billions of dollars
$$ are being spent for doing something which NO ONE
thinks will house nuclear waste. This is just ONE
‘$;,ii,:
MORE THING being accomplished right under your
.!.$. noses where you won’t see. Moreover there are other
,/
::j
,;.
I,,:
,::: tunnels already THERE with little cities already structured-and you can even get tours into some of those if
‘&$i,there is any “excuse” as to need to be there.
There were big plans for these storage “dumps”
5;:.
.:<
!&
.j;
;;$
:,:: being considered all over the map-even in Texas,
;i.,.;>:.
right IN THE MIDDLE and “over” the biggest AQUIFER in the U.S. Wouldn’t this be dangerous to the
major water supply? Of course-IF you used the facil-

: .:
::
..
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ity for storage-but
that is only a COVER to allow deep
digging and construction unnoted. What was desired
THERE was to have access to THAT WATER SUPPLY!
These are the very ways that once flourishing planets became DEAD PLANETS!
PREPAREDNESS

EXPO

I am very often asked, “Should I go to the Expo?“.
That is only for you to decide; I can’t tell you where to
go and what to do. I am asked, if people come as far as
Las Vegas in March, would we have a meeting also,
somewhere?
I can’t answer that one either-YOU
HAVE TO DECIDE WHAT YOU WANT TO HAVE
HAPPEN, THE VALUE INVOLVED IN SUCH A TRIP,
ETC. 1 would like to see you come if for nothing else
than to find out what Nevada Corporate Headquarters
can offer you in protection and shelter through corporations in Nevada. But then again, we have had
people go to the seminars specifically for that learning and come out without any idea as to how to
properly handle a corporation as is evidenced by
some of the recent antics while Green tried to gain
control of one of our reader’s corporations.
The
right way was obviously not even considered-so
they blew the corporations entirely and now have the
LAW WITH WHICH TO CONTEND. A TOOL IS
ONLY AS GOOD AS THE ONE WHO USES IT.
Anyones wishing to come visit in Tehachapi are always
welcome and if we know you are coming we’ll bake a
cake or make a sandwich-maybe
even have some
spelta spaghetti and garlic spelta bread!
I am also asked if anyone from CONTACT will be
there for a booth? I don’t know-contact
CONTACT. It
would seem like a good place to present the paper and
journals for public reference as other businesses present
their products. I would also suppose there would be a
great interest in New Gaia products, possibly, and
certainly SPELTA as a “new-old” grain of perfection
might be brought to attention of the visitors. I certainly
DO NOT SUGGEST ATTENTION TO EXTRATERRESTRIALS
TO ANY GREAT EXTENT-ALTHOUGH THE DESIRED PRESENTATION OF SUCH
IS COMING TO HAUNT YOU AND LAS VEGAS IS
RIGHT WHERE THE CUTEST LITTLE GRAYS HANG
OUT! Since we don’t “hang out” with that crowd you
are NOT going to find us socializing in that vicinity.
You who head out there to the booths with your pink ink
and purple shirts to spread the word about our work and
CONTACT ARE REALLY MAKING A BIG MISTAKE-WE ARE NOT ALIENS; WE ARE SIMPLY
DOING OUR JOB. When ALL OF YOU OF OUR
OWN FRIENDS COME TO TREAT US INTHIS MANNER WE WILL BEGIN TO MAKE HEADWAY IN A
VERY POSITIVE MANNER. ALSO REMEMBER:
WE ARE NOT IN THE “GO TO WAR WITH ANYTHING” MODE.
WE ONLY SUGGEST LIVING
WITHIN ALL LAWS, WITHIN WHATEVER SYSTEM IS UPON US-AND DOING THE JOB RIGHT.
YOU DON’T HAVE TO “SOVEREIGNIZE” FOR YOU
ARE ALREADY SOVEREIGN-IF
YOU JUST RECLAIMED THE CONSTITUTlONAL RIGHT TO SAME.
We are also not in the “save the world” interest.
Each individual who wants to save self-can
or not,
whichever pleases him/her. We offer truth in information and a lot of WARNINGS about what is taking place
that are not offered elsewhere. My INTEREST is in
individual and collective SOUL, but that is not too
popular either, so I would say here and now that each
person individual is welcome to his own idea of soulbut it is THE THING WHICH SHALL DECIDE YOUR
FATE. We are not in the “healing’* business, either,
save to offer tools which might allow you to heal
yourself. We are not in the interest or business of doing
anything FOR ANYBODY. If you come visit us we will
be gracious as any family gathering would be, have a
picnic or something, share some togetherness and what
we are doing and what you’re doing and thus and so.
God truly does have HIS messengers scattered around
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everywhere-you
just don’t see them much for they are
BUSY-and
not SELLING “their” way of spiritual
intent other than as they live and breathe. YOU are the
miracle; we are only the sharing of the miracle.
Do we experience more miracles? Probably NOT
but we DO RECOGNIZE THEM MORE AND MORE
FREQUENTLY NOW-BECAUSE
WE STUDY AND
LEARN WHAT TO LOOK FOR-IN TRUTH OF PRESENTATION.
DON’T

WE

PREACH?

No. Sometimes we are passionate about a given
topic and get a little bit loud-but it is time you people
get passionate about your mission on this place of
physical manifestation for you have about non-passioned
your way to death. The “Oh Well...!” and “Whatever...” is destroying your very soul. Another one I
deplore is: “God will take care of me!” God will also let
you perish dead away! GOD EXPECTS YOU TO
TAKE CAREOF SELF AND LEARN THEBEST WAY
WITH GODLY INTENT TO FUNCTION WITHINHIS
WONDERS AND WITHIN HIS LAWS WHILE MEETING THE OBLIGATION OF STAYING WITHIN THE
LAWS OF THE LAND.
I have no wish to have people around me who do not
like me or my expressions-so,
why would I go advertise for viewers and open up to more harangue? If YOU
want truth in GOD and dimensional truth then YOU
will find our work and find your interest and your way
in comfort.
We offer no MYSTICISM or mystical
magic by which you can wave a flag or a pendant,
mumble some words, stir some physical blood and
chicken parts and make your sacrifices to BUY your
way to eternal adversarial disadvantage. Man doesn’t
want to believe TRUTH even though it is so much more
beautiful and wondrous in FACT. Man wishes to do his
silly “physical” things in error and then be “saved” by
another Man’s bloodshed. It simply is not that way,
readers, and all your DRUTHERS and evangelists will
not change an iota from that truth. God is absolute love
and acceptance-HE
IS NOT UNCONDITIONAL! No
MAN can be murdered and die FOR YOUR SINS.
Those are acts of physical expression and SOUL IS
NOT PHYSICAL-AND
YOU WILL ANSWER FOR

YOUR ACTIONS-JUST
YOU AND GOD!
May your journey take you to where you have
studied your lessons and learned truth that you might
walk in KNOWING. There is nothing so wondrous in
all eternity or infinity which is so wonderful as being
before God with head high and honor reflected in your
own being. The epitome, the zenith, of all presentations is never having to say “I’m sorry” to God for
anything.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
February 19, 1996
Editor’s note: Readers,
please keep in mind
thhat, due to an ongoing shortage
of funds for
publication activities, many completed Journals are
up in the “holding” file, awaiting the
stacked
opportunity to beprinted. Thus there is quite a lengthy
delay at this time between the time that we announce
the latest Journal here, only GOING to press, and
when that new Journal is actually completed and
available for purchase through Phoenix Source
Distributors. Always look to the Buck Page of
CONTACT for Journal availability information.
****+**************
Identification

Title:

ETERNAL

FOR

QUEST

TRUTH

The eternal quest for truth is that which seems
elusive only because, when you FIND truth, it is not
that which appeals to the human physical manifestation. After FINDING truth, however, never again can
it be “unfound” and if you purposely turn away from
that found truth, never again is there the innocence of
life actions NOR INTENT. If you continue or return to
the life of dark pussuzes. YOUwill be stuck in that trap
for you lose acceptance of brothers who have felt the
pain ofyour deliberate and painful intent. Once you
KNOW you can NEVER again UN-KNOW. Physical
expression IS NOT “REALITY”! SOUL BEARS ‘REALITY”.

-

%s Tax Free Nevada<
(The last of the “safe havens”)
If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking
just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
For more information contact:
Nevada
Corporate
Headquarters,
Inc.

m

=
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P.O.Box 27740
Las Vegas,NV 89126
Telephone:800-398-1077
OR: 702-896-7001
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OnFluoride,
BillyMeier
AndHowSome
Walk
ThePath
2/21/96 #2

HATONN

thought of packing and shifting to even lesser space
allowances.
SOMETIMES
WE
ARE
TOO
SLOW
Our hearts are grateful to you friends who assisted
with allowing the ability to replace the rent amounts
This is one of those times!
I intended to just which does allow a breathing space to continue the
continue this writing as in one document. However, efforts to reclaim the bank account funds taken by the
there were necessary things to do so the first part of the lawyers. The funds are not yet returned and it appears
writing has already GONE. I will leave it to the Editors as will never be-but the vacate negotiations are stalled
to how best to handle the continuation of subject matter.
temporarily. The property is going to be sold, however,
I would have liked to have taken this opportunity,
so we only have delay, not solution. When and “IF”
while speaking on the subject of health, to respond to a funds are returned the “help” funds will be placed in the
beloved friend doctor in South Africa. However, the “get the CONTACT out” coffer.
There is humble
profusion of questions and information sent and “set gratitude from ones here because we really can’t handle
aside” for a spare minute to respond has somehow been much more load without relief.
eaten by the black hole-bottomless pit of entropy surrounding Dharma. She “secured” the packet so careSEMJASE-SILVER-STAR-CENTER
fully that we cannot now locate it. It would be interesting and, of course, bears information all of you should
This topic keeps popping up in many pieces of mail
access but at the moment we cannot spare more time for and other communications.
It is noted that they “dissearching through the piles of recently received papers. tance themselves and the Pleiadians”, from George
I suppose we will let her off the hook this time and Green, etc. Well, that may well be wise but they do
allow a breather to reflect on the “security” location. NOT have anything else correct in their prattlings and
We might be well advised to allow for this respite as beware of this representation, readers, of“Billy” Eduard
there is trouble with the FDA, at least eight ongoing but Albert Meier. There isn’t ANYTHING left worth note
requiring daily input to legal suits, etc., letters like the in that CENTER. How can we know this to be fact?
above “emergency” status communications and finally They have a “MANIFESTO”. “MAN”ifesto means OF
the mind turns off and will proclaim to me from the MAN and that, in these terms, means man of Earth in
mouth in her face that she never heard of South Africa, doctrinal protocols. When people choose this WORD
human life forms, planet Earth and other such symp- to use as in this instance “OUR MANIFESTO”-betoms in presentation as to tell me I had better mind my ware!! They don’t single out George Green but note
own requests.
that George does have many (he says around 1500)
pictures from Billy Meier whom he personally met and
FLUORIDE
from whom he got the pictures. It was all entangled
with Lee Elders, Wendelle Stevens, etc.
The only “safe” FLUORIDE is that which is in a
As to those pictures, I have no input other than
colloidal state and that only in most minute quantity. Billy claimed his pictures had been “taken” (stolen)
So, what I have suggested for use with FLUORIDE and I would feel anyone with 1000 to 1500 of same
toothpaste is simply to counter the two substances would surely be suspect. I do not and never have
which are quite toxic to the system of human-alumibelieved George has any such number of pictures and
num and mercury. These are readily available in so would hope I am correct for he has enough problems on
much of your living environment as to require atten- his own account these days.
tion. Do not think that you can just brush your teeth
That “center” denounces many, many of those who
with FLUORIDE toothpaste and continue to intake the contacted Billy early on and that is their prerogative as
harmful substances-bui,
brushing your teeth a couple I feel somewhat the same about several of the entities
of times a day with a FLUORIDE-containing toothpaste
named. Just realize that the information coming from
and rinsing the mouth will counter to some great degree that source is NOT VALID, readers. You certainly are
the escaping particles or molecule-ions of mercury welcome to do what you will about that for certainly the
fillings in the teeth and somewhat counter the use of interest is real and original contacts were valid. Since
aluminum-based antiperspirants.
I am totally against the “wedding cake” craft is used as their symbol, be
the adding of this substance into public water supplies even more cautious for that is but a model and is purely
because you cannot determine the content as more and insane in concept for intercosmic use-period.
more water supplies are brought from many sources
No one can make a fool of you-YOU have to make
into a single supply.
All THINGS (elements) are the fool of self. It is the law of the Cosmos! Further,
NECESSARY for total life form, however, not in the gain information from any resource available and retforms usually presented, so without more bpecific in- ignize your own potentiaiof perfection by LEARNING
formation as to the inquiry I can’t competently re- everything you can-and
then make INFORMED
spond. Please know that I acknowledge the package choices. I would pay far more attention to aliens in the
and we will try to locate it. We do know one thinginstance of the craft which crashed in South Africa on
NOTHING around this place is ever discarded and with Sept. 15, 1995. We wrote about it from information
a move looming before us the heart grows fearful at the sent from South Africa. This is REAL STUFF, readers,

and far more interesting than arguing over contacts and
reality quarrels. All the information has been classified as Top Secret-but
the powers that be HAVE
THAT CRASHED CRAFT. It was a silver-gray disc of
about 60 feet diameter and about 9 feet in height. It
came in so “hot” as to ignite the surrounding area.
There could be no opening found. When the craft
cooled enough to get near it, it was set up in a “sterile”
area and all visitors were arrested and removed from
the site-including
the man on whose land it crashed.
There was NOT a mark on the object even though it tore
up the countryside in its “landing”.
Now, readers,
THIS is interesting-not
a quarrel of the “rights” of
some channel or another with George Green. Poor
George is simply caught up in some of this and is quite
innocent of a lot of things.
The group that TOOK OVER BILLY is not your
run-of-the-mill,
helpful souls working toward your
perfection and they will eat your lunch if they get a
chance. They literally shot at Billy and almost killed
him and finally they have managed to take total control.
This is unfortunate but intervention is not going to
happen in this case for there is no reason to continue the
farce. Once discounted and willingly discredited, the
higher beings move elsewhere
into clean and
untampered vistas for communication.
But how can you know that “they” are in error?
Well, in the blast at Green, they include authors who
have nothing to do with Green’s input, Phoenix Source
(which has NOTHING to do with George Green) and
therefore the information CANNOT be accurate. It is
not fair, for instance, to discredit Bruce Cathie or
Dolores Cannon just because Green published some of
their works through America West. America West
Publishers and Distributors HAVE NOT AN IOTA OF
CONNECTION WITH PHOENIX SOURCE AND
NEVER DID, DON’T AND NEVER SHALL! Everyone has a RIGHT to say what they like but it does make
the speaker seem quite silly when the information used
is so badly incorrect. And, further, be careful for that
Center has put out a document A Crusade Against
Overpopulation which might well come right out of the
United Nations solutions to overpopulation as well as
Jason Brent’s famous writings in the Mensa Society
This
journal on depopulation and overpopulation.
garbage DOES NOT COME FROM HIGHER BEINGS
FROM ANYWHERE.
THIS IS SIMPLY ONE MORE
EXAMPLE OF TRUTH, THEY “SUCK YOU IN”, AND
WHEN YOU BELIEVE-BLOW
YOU AWAY! YOU
have to evaluate each thing for self.
When a group puts out a “manifesto”-you
know
you are dealing with very Earth-bound entities-WITHOUT GOD-CREATOR AT SOURCE.
I

Meet every perception of error
with a desire to heal.
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than other fluorides? Again, I can’t really equate this
to FACT. Neither or BOTH, depending on circumI would like to share a little writing that came from stances, can be harmless or carcinogenic in use. Cara reader in Montana, this week. It exemplifies the way cinogens are simply things which cause a mutation of
“things” happen and how they continue no matter how cellular structure. In most cases, if the body has good
foolish or illogical. It also shows you why you must be immune defenses the NORMAL mutation is simplycast
ever alert to CHANGE. I will be even more direct: off, so I can’t specifically focus on one or the other. I
check out what we write and the minute it DOES NOT do know that a minimal amount of this substance will
MESH WITH THE LAWS OF GOD-QUESTION
IT!! help negate the damage of aluminum and mercury. I
Once you KNOW, you can easily discern the wheat also realize that it will harden the tooth covering but
from the chaff.
also, in overuse, hardens other substances as well which
With that in mind, let us share:
can literally kill a person. It is noted that people in
FLUORIDE-heavy water will have HARD, strong teeth
THE
CROOKED
CALF
PATH
but which are also discolored. They will also show hard
bones and other symptoms of too much FLUORIDE, but
One
day
through
the
primeval
wood
for the most part the bodies are quite unimpaired from
**-.
a
A calf walked home as all calves should
overabundance.
But it made a trail all bent askew
The major problem of putting FLUORIDE into the
A crooked path as most calves do
water supply is that the calculated numbers and quanThat trail was taken up next day
This in itself
tity of intake of water is distorted.
By a lone dog that passed that way
presents the greatest lie right off the bat and then the
Then a wise bellwether sheep
ball bounces around to finally be lost in the lies.
FLUORIDE interferes greatly with Vitamin E,
Pursued the trail o’er vail and steep
e-.a
And from that day o’er hill and glade
which 1 feel is one of the most important substances to
Through those old hills a trail was made
guard your good and healthy heart, so I consider too
And many men wound in and out
much FLUORIDE to be a very serious problem. ReAnd dodged and turned and bent about
member that everything is connected and when you
They uttered words of righteous wrath
tamper with the BALANCE of “Nature” you are going
Because was such a crooked path
to reap some negative rewards.
This forest lane became a road
I will most certainly see to it that the papers are
-***Where
many a poor horse with his load
located because this is important to all you citizens*
Traveled on beneath the burning Sun.
especially in the USA where Big Brother “acts in your
Traveling some three miles in one
‘best’ interest”.
The years passed on in swiftness fleet
The road became a village street
CAN’T
GO BACK
And this before men were aware
A city’s crowded thoroughfare
When we ponder on the things even as above with
Each day a hundred thousand route
something like putting FLUORIDE in the water supFollowed that zig-zag calf about
ply-KNOW
THAT YOU MUST BE CARING UP
And o’er his crooked iournev went
FRONT-BECAUSE
YOU CAN’T GO BACK AND
The traffic of a continent
DO IT DIFFERENTLY. You may well be able to adjust
They followed still his crooked way
and change and help or destroy that which came beAnd lost a hundred years a day
fore-but
what WAS remains always exactly THAT.
For this such reverence is lent
We cannot ever go back again. It is good that it is so,
To well established precedent
friends, for what would you do in that “past”? You
For men are prone to go it blind
think you would change? No, you would not for if you
Along the calf path of the mind
go back-ALL
THINGS GO BACK and you would
They work away from Sun to Sun
again be without the wisdom gained from the forward
To do what other men have done
expression.
They follow in the beaten track
Yesterday’s experiences will always be reflected in
And in and out and forth and back
those of today. We all learn from both the good and the
And still their devious course pursue
a-m
bad situations of experiences of “yesterday”. What you
To keep the path that others do
must attend is what you do and to where you travel
a
They keep the path a sacred groove
today lest you ramble on that silly “calf path” hither
Along which all their lives they move
and yon without reason or your OWN direction. Remember too that what YOU experience is truly YOURS
But how the wise old wood Gods laugh
ALONE for no OTHER shall have the same impact or
Who saw the first primeval calf
the same perceptions of ANYTHING. The doors behind you are closed forever-but
the way of truth and
Walter Sam Foss
experience in memory is forever open.
You must then face what comesto you, with strength,
Thank you Montana!
in the knowledge of all you can gain and realize that
facing the immediate circumstance is a gift of lessons
The doctor as mentioned above from South Africa in example-to
be mastered. Your destiny is built in
brings to our attention just how silly we ducks are who the present to utilize in the perceived “future” as well
believe and trust with no foundation upon which to base as today.
Don’t blow your future expectations by
decisions-OTHER
than on what is presented to “train” FAILING today.
you. His article, as 1 recall, and that which he wishes
I speak of this because so many of you are very
to share is on the topic of “Oral Lithiasis”. (Lithiasis weary of keeping on keeping on and I honor that state
means the formation of calculi and concretions in the of being. Let us be sure, however, that the fatigue is
body.) This is also why the discussion of fluorides real and not simply from frustration and the desire to
because there is a lot to be said for the use of minimal “give up”. After an addiction is controlling you-it is
intake of same and especially in the tooth care process. too late for you unless you regain control of self. And,
I know that this party inquires as to how much HF precious friends, who dwell within circles of refusal to
(hydrofluoric acid) is in the fluorides used for preven- see and hear to being within a loop of physical addictative dentistry? And worse to admit, is that I don’t tion by self or loved ones, the answer is not in “giving
know and I would further guess that the amounts will in” or “up”- it is in tough love which requires the other
vary all over the map.
to be responsible FOR SELF. Most often if YOU do not
In addition, he inquired if HF is more carcinogenic
support the weakness in that other-there will be growth.
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However, to try to live FOR that other is in gross error.
Remember also, you who serve truth, the Adversary
will always hit you through those you love most so DO
NOT FALL FOR THE TRICKS. Do not fall for the old
trick of the trade that somehow YOU can solve the
“other’s” problems-YOU
CANNOT! It really doesn’t
matter ifyour loved one suffers from ignorance, lifestyle
destruction, addictions or “just don’t give a damn”you have to have the same set of rules for gaining your
service and attention as any other person. This is
difficult but a necessity for crutches for the infirm will
often bear up the crippled in spirit.
I am going to get a bit feisty about people who work
in our local businesses and yet treat us as if we have no
bother to them. If they take from us-they do affect us
and if they do not even choose to participate with usthen we will in some circumstances, especially friends
and family, have to bid them find engagement elsewhere. We are not the whipping boy nor the provider.
Your needs are not my demands and I will help wherein
I can but you will not dictate my requirements. Rules
are for ALL if they be business regulations or laws. I
do not bless drinking on the job or on the road behind
a steering wheel. Your addictions have no right to
impact another’s space or a child’s safety-or
the
business environment in which such actions breed mistakes on a very basic level.
There are difficult paths made MORE DIFFICULT
by your own self-destructive natures, but only YOU can
be responsible for that which YOU DO. Therefore to
break these rules is not acceptable but you must first, to
be beneficial, be unacceptable to self with willingness
and eagerness to change.
Therefore, if you suffer addictions-go
get yourself
into a rehabilitation program and get healed in the
heart and mind and accept and love yourself-for
until
you do, you cannot heal your body. This is the one area
of your Welfare system that I can approve-the
ability
to check self into a program for healing when you are
without support otherwise. And, believe me, you WILL
be without support otherwise as you move within the
ruts of continuation of self-abuse.
If I tread on toes-so be it for better 1 offer truth and
remain your friend, than pick you up as a “road-kill”.
You as a species have forgotten how to love self and
therein lies the inability to love another, even your own
children, enough to be responsible. And, by the way,
don’t think that YOU are fooling those around youyou are not.
1 am going to start withdrawing help to those who
simply self-center on selves and expect others to attend
them while they misbehave and become burdens. No
way is this acceptable. If you are so irresponsible as to
abuse another physically or mentally by your selfcentered antics-so be it-you WILL GO ELSEWHERE
and this makes no difference whether you be 90 years
old or only “of age”. YOU have NO RIGHT to burden
another with your mean-spirited demands. This is not
some ommune where your commands hold any water
at all. If you break the laws or your word-so long
Buster. And, furthermore-your
Mercedes may well be
your poison. There is too much to do around these
parts, or anywhere, for anyone to be saddled with
YOUR selfishness.
I certainly do hope everybody understands me!
If shoes fit-please
wear them.
Good afternoon.

The secret of success
is constancy to purpose.
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California%
State Bar Associatio

ABA’s“ModelRules”.
& Ethics

And More On Paralegals
Part

Vz Understanding

Part I of Rick’s well-researchedseries on the U.S.
legal system apppeared in the I/23/96 issue of CONTACT on page 8; Part II was in the l/30/96 CONTACT
on p. 5; Part III was in the 2/6/96 issue on p. 9; Part IV
was in the 2/13/96 CONTACT on p. 10. We continue
below with this expost.
2120196

RICK MARTIN

Oftentimes it helps to review where we’ve been to
gain some real perspective about where we are. With
that in mind, in his now rare 1827 work, Commentaries
On American Law, James Kent writes, [quoting:]
OF

THE
LAW
RIGHTS

CONCERNING
OF PERSONS

THE

Of The Absolute Rights Of Persons
The rights of persons in private life are either
absolute, being such as belong to individuals in a
single, unconnected state; or relative, being those which
arise from the civil and domestic relations.
The absolute rights of individuals may be resolved
into the right of personal security, the right of personal
liberty, and the right to acquire and enjoy property.
These rights have been justly considered, and frequently declared, by the people of this country, to be
natural, inherent and unalienable. The effectual security and enjoyment of them depend upon the existence
of civil liberties; and that consists in being protected
and governed by laws made, or assented to, by the
representatives
of the people, and conducive to the
general welfare. Right itself in civil society, is that
which any man is entitled to have, or to do, or to require
from others, within the limits prescribed by law. The
history of our colonial governments bears constant
marks of the vigilance of a free and intelligent people,
who understood the best securities for political happiness, and the true foundation of the social ties. The
inhabitants of the colonies of Plymouth and Massachusetts, in the infancy of their establishments, declared
by law that the free enjoyment of the liberties which
humanity, civility, and Christianity called for, was due
to every man in his place and proportion, and ever had
been, and ever would be, the tranquillity and stability
of the commonwealth. They insisted that they brought
with them into this country the privileges of English
freemen; and they defined and declared those privileges with a caution, sagacity, and precision, that have
not been surpassed by their descendants. Those rights

The

Legal

were afterwards, in the year of 1692, on the receipt of
their new charter, re-asserted and declared. It was their
fundamental doctrine, that no tax, aid, or imposition
whatsoever, could rightfully be assessed or levied upon
them, without the act and consent of their own legislature; and that justice ought to be equally, impartially,
freely, and promptly administered. The right of trial by
jury, and the necessity of due proof preceding conviction, were claimed as undeniable rights; and it was
further expressly ordained, that no person should suffer
without express law, either in life, limb, liberty, good
name, or estate; nor without being first brought to
answer by due course and process of law.
The first act of the general assembly of the colony
of Connecticut, in 1639, contained a declaration of
rights in nearly the same language; and among the
early resolutions of the general assembly of the colony
of New York, in 1691 and 1708, we meet with similar
proofs of an enlightened sense of the provisions requisite for civil security. It was declared by them, that the
imprisonment of subjects without due commitment for
legal cause, and proscribing and forcing them into
banishment, and forcibly seizing their property, were
illegal and arbitrary acts. It was held to be the unquestionable right of every freeman, to have a perfect and
entire property in his goods and estate; and that no
money could be imposed or levied, without the consent
of the general assembly. The erection of any court of
judicature without the like consent, and exactions upon
the administration ofjustice, were declared to be grievances. Testimonies of the same honorable character are
doubtless to be met with in the records of other colony
legislatures. It was regarded and claimed by the general assemblies in all the colonies, as a branch of their
sacred and indefeasible rights, that the exclusive power
of taxation of the people of the colonies resided in their
colonial legislatures, where representation of them
only existed; and that the people were entitled to be
secure in their persons, property, and privileges, and
that they could not lawfully be disturbed or affected in
the enjoyment of either, without due process of law, and
the judgment of their peers. But we need not pursue our
researches on this point, for the best evidence that can
be produced of the deep and universal sense of the value
of our natural rights, and of the energy of the principles
of the common law, are the memories of the spirit
which pervaded and animated every part of our country,
after the peace of 1763, when the same parent power
which had nourished and protected us, attempted to
abridge our immunities, and retard the progress of our
. .
rtstng greatness.

Process

The house of representatives in Massachusetts, the
house of assembly in New York, and the house of
burgesses in Virginia, took an early and distinguished
part, upon the first promulgation of English measures
of taxation, in the assertion of their rights as freeborn
English subjects. The claim to common law rights soon
became a topic of universal concern and national vindication. In October, 1765, a convention of delegates
from nine colonies assembled in New York, and made
and published a declaration of rights, in which they
insisted that the people of the colonies were entitled to
all the inherent rights and liberties of English subjects,
of which the most essential were, the exclusive power
to tax themselves, and the privilege of trial by jury. The
sense of America was, however, more fully ascertained,
and more explicitly and solemnly promulgated, in the
memorable declaration of rights of the first continental
congress, in October, 1774, and which was a representation of all the colonies except Georgia. That declaration contained the assertion of several great and fundamental principles of American liberty, and it constituted the basis of those subsequent bills of rights,
which, under various modifications, pervaded all our
It was declared, “that the
constitutional charters.
inhabitants of the English colonies in North America,
by the immutable laws of nature, the principles of the
English constitution, and their several charters or compacts, were entitled to life, liberty, and property; and
that they had never ceded to any sovereign power
whatever, a right to dispose of either, without their
consent; that their ancestors, who first settled the
colonies, were, at the time of their emigration from the
mother country, entitled to all the rights, liberties, and
immunities of free and natural born subjects; and by
such emigration they by no means forfeited, surrendered, or lost any of those rights;-that
the foundation
of English liberty, and of all free government, was the
right of the people to participate in the legislative
power, and they were entitled to a free and exclusive
power of legislation, in all matters of taxation and
internal policy, in their several provincial legislatures,
where their right of representation could alone be
preserved; -that the respective colonies were entitled
to the common law of England, and more especially to
the great and inestimable privilege of being tried by
their peers of the vicinage according to the course of
that law; that they were entitled to the benefit of such
of the English statutes as existed at the time of their
colonization, and which they had by experience found
to be applicable to their several local and other circumstances: that thev were likewise entitled to all the
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immunities and privileges granted and confirmed to the Bar Association (this year) inquiring ofthem whether
them by royal charters, or secured by their several codes they believe membership into the Bar should be volunof provincial laws.
tary. The Bar Board of Governors are required, under
Upon the formation of the several state constitu- this bill, to report the results of the plebiscite to the
tions, after the colonies had become independent states, Supreme Court, Governor, and Legislature by July 1,
it was in most instances thought proper to collect,
1996. As you probably remember, under California’s
digest, and declare, in a precise and definite manner, State Constitution, membership into the state Bar Asand in the shape of abstract propositions and elemen- sociation is mandatory for anyone practicing law within
tary maxims, the most essential articles appertaining to the state. Let’s take a few moments and see what
civil liberty and the natural rights of mankind.
Senator Kopp has to say. [Quoting:]
The precedent for these declaratory bills of rights
CALIFORNIA’S
BAR
ASSOCIATION
was to be found, not only in the colonial annals to
which I have alluded, but in the practice of the English
nation, who had frequently been obliged to recover, by
Whv A Voluntarv State Bar Association
intrepid councils, or by force of arms, and then to
Serves Almost Everyone’s Interest
proclaim, by the most solemn and positive enactments,
their indefeasible rights as a barrier against the tyranny
It’s about time lawyers were afforded the opportuof the executive power. The establishment of magna nity to decide whether or not they must belong to a
charta, and its generous provision for all classes of closed shop. The question presented by the forthcomfreemen against the complicated oppressions of the ing plebiscite of some 140,000 active members of the
feudal system; thepetition ofright, early in the reign of State Bar of California.
Since I’m an author of SB 60, readers should know
Charles I, asserting by statute the rights of the nation as
contained in their ancient laws, and especially in “the I was admitted to practice and, thus, rendered a mandagreat character of the liberties of England;” and the bilf tory member of the State Bar in January 1954, while
of rights at the revolution, in 1688, are illustrious
still in the United States Air Force. I practiced from
examples of the intelligence and spirit of the English 1956 until 1959 with Pillsbury Madison & Sutro in San
nation, and they form distinguished eras in their con- Francisco. Since April 1, 1959, I’ve practiced in my
stitutional history. But the necessity, in our represen- own law office, usually with a partner and associate. I
tative republics, of these declaratory codes, has been started paying offtce rent at $65 per month in 1959 in
frequently questioned, inasmuch as the government, in San Francisco.
State Bar dues were $25 per year.
all its parts, is the creature of the people, and every Today I pay considerably more rent, but I also pay $468
department of it is filled by their agents, duly chosen or for compulsory membership in the State Bar.
I’m a past President of the Barristers’ Club of San
appointed, according to their will, and made responsible for maladministration.
It may be observed, on the Francisco, past President of the California Young Lawone hand, that no gross violation of those absolute yers Association, a one-time member of the Bar Assoprivate rights, which are clearly understood and settled ciation of San Francisco board of directors, a past
by the common reason of mankind, is to be apprehended
member of the American Bar Association House of
in the ordinary course of public affairs; and as to Delegates and the promulgator of an annual Continuextraordinary instances of faction and turbulence, and ing Education of the Bar credit course at the State Bar
the corruution and violence which thev necessarily
convention, entitled “How To Make It In The Practice
engender, no parchment checks can be relied on as Of Law”. I like membership in the State Bar. At my
affording, under such circumstances, any effectual pro- panel (and in other forums) I entreat lawyers to particitection to public liberty. When the spirit of liberty has pate in affairs of the organized bar. Lawyers comprise
fled, and truth and justice are disregarded, private the most exciting segment of society. I enjoy their
rights can easily be sacrificed under the forms of law. company. The organized bar offers not only the pleaOn the other hand, there is weight due to the consider- sure of their company, but also large scale educational,
ation, that a bill of rights is of real efficacy in control- training and intellectual opportunities. I belong even
ling the excesses of party spirit. It serves to guide and to a repugnantly liberal Bar Association of San Franenlighten public opinion, and to render it more quick to cisco whose policies often agitate me. I could quit, but
it’s part of my profesdetect, and more resolute to resist, attempts to disturb 1 don’t-because
private right. It requires more than ordinary hardiness sional life.
and audacity of character, to trample down principles
Having (I hope) established orgawhich our ancestors cultivated with reverence; which nized bar credentials, I now declare my
we imbibed in our early eduction; which recommend independence and allegiance to abolithemselves to the judgment of the world by their truth tion of the closed shop. For those who
and simplicity; and which are constantly placed before [***I it, mandatory membership may be
the eyes of the people, accompanied with the imposing invigorating. (It’s not hyperbolic to charforce and solemnity of a constitutional sanction. Bills acterize mandatory membership like a
o/rights are part of the muniments of freemen, showing closed union shop in other occupations.)
their title to protection, and they become of increased For many other California lawyers, howvalue when placed under the protection of an indepen- ever, it’s dispiriting, particularly for a
dent judiciary, instituted as the appropriate guardian of profession of individuals, who invariprivate right. Care, however, is to be taken in the digest ably advocate individual rights. They
of these declaratory provisions, to confine the manual can’t practice what they preach to judges
to a few plain and unexceptionable principles.
We and juries. They can’t make individual
weaken greatly the force of them, if we encumber the decisions for themselves about memberconstitution, and perhaps embarrass the future opera- ship in an organization which, increastions and more enlarged experience of the legislature,
ingly, despite modern communication,
with a catalogue of ethical and political aphorisms,
seems more distant and irrelevant to its
which, in some instances, may reasonably be ques- conscripted members.
tioned, and in others justly condemned. [End quoting.]
The debate began even before 1927,
And now, let us shift gears a bit and return to our the year the Legislature enacted the oddly
earlier discussion of the Bar Association, and specifi- called “Self-Governing Bar Bill”, Busitally, the California Bar Association.
ness and Professions Code, Section 6000
After a recent telephone conversation with Califor- et. seq. Our association of lawyers (the
nia Senator Quentin L. Kopp, he was kind enough to “California State Bar Association”) beSenator Kopp’s efforts gan with a meeting at the San Francisco
share one of his presentations.
resulted in the successful Lassage of (California) Sen- Chamber of Commerce on July 11, 1889.
ate Bill NO. 60, which requires a vote by all members of The initiation fee was $5, dues were $10
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per annum. Beginning in 1923, the statewide voluntary
association promoted the notion of a “self-governing
bar”. In 1926, a special committee reported: “Our
profession was one ofthe first to realize that substantial
and lasting progress cannot be brought about by punitive measures alone...the real purpose of this meeting is
to secure a speedy and efficient administration of justice and to that end raise the standards of both the bench
and bar, and simplify and make modern and efficient
the methods by which the business of the courts is
conducted.” Has the 1927 bar unification enlisted the
entire profession in improving the administration of
justice, as such report propagates? It has not. Instead,
we now pay tribute to an organization with an annual
budget of approximately $68,000,000 [68 million],
caused by the highest annual dues to any bar organization in the country.
Before 1927, lawyers were admitted to practice and
disciplined by the California Supreme Court, acting
upon recommendation of the various local bar associations. Do many lawyers today understand that the State
Bar is not the repository of such power, that the California Supreme Court still possesses ultimate jurisdiction over admission to, and termination of, practice
privileges? The Court merely delegated much of that
responsibility, particularly admission to practice, to
the State Bar.
Can anyone reasonably deny that the reputation of
lawyers before 1927 in California was at least as pristine as now? As stated in the 1992 “Minority Position
Re: Bar Structure” of the so-called “State Bar Futures
Commission”, the present structure, while designed to
serve the public interest and the legal profession, “has
served neither well...and the result has been damaging
to the public interest and to both the reputation and the
interest of California lawyers.” The public distrusts
“the present disciplinary system administered by the
State Bar” and “that distrust, if not eliminated, will
continue to erode public confidence in our legal systern.” Moreover, as the same report informs us. ‘there
is widespread dissatisfaction with, and opposition to,
the mandatory state bar...” among California attorneys,
because:
* “Bar dues are too high because (a) the Bar has
become a bloated, inefficient bureaucracy, and (b) the
Bar spends money on activities most members do not
either need or support;
+ The Bar is unresponsive to its members’ con-

‘That’s not a jury of my client’s peers.
All of his peers are in prison.”
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terns and often treats its members in a high-handed
manner.
* The Bar unfairly and disproportionately
prosecutes attorneys practicing law alone or in small firms.
* The Bar does not provide satisfactory value to its
members,
* The Bar is politically shackled and cannot speak
out forcefully on some issues important to its members;
and when it does speak out, the Bar often takes a
position contrary to the beliefs of its members.
* The Bar’s professional staff, not the Bar’s members or even the Bar’s board of governors, directly or
indirectly sets the priorities for the Bar and determines
what is accomplished.”
For those who raise the specter of life without
mandatory membership as tantamount to “deregulation” of California lawyers, is it apostasy to remind
them that other states with numerous lawyers utilize
voluntariness,
rather than ukase, as the regulatory
mode? Illinois operates a Registration and Discipline
Committee as an arm of the Illinois Supreme Court to
investigate, prosecute and adjudicate complaints of
attorney misconduct.
Lawyers pay nothing the first
year, $70 for the second and third years and $140
annually thereafter to such committee. The fees haven’t
been raised since 1988. Illinois Bar Association dues
range from $40 to $220 annually, depending upon the
number of years of practice. The association provides
a monthly magazine, a newsletter, counseling on unethical issues, lectures on legal issues, placement on
the association’s attorney referral listing and legislative advocacy in behalf of the members.
A vexatious State Bar problem is continuing dispute over that amount of annual dues attributable to
political and ideological activities [See Keller v. State
Bar of California (1990) 496 U.S.11. Because of its
mandatoriness, the State Bar is still subjected to litigation by critics who invoke Keller (See, e.g., Brosterhaus
v. State Bar of California (1994) 29 Cal ap 4 963.
petition for review granted by California Supreme Court,
February 23, 1995. A voluntary association could
lobby with impunity; abolishing compulsory membership eliminates not only litigation, but the ill-will of
numerous lawyers towards the State Bar. The statutory
and regulatory requirements respecting lawyers (admission, discipline, continuing education, lawyers’ trust
funds) would not end; as in 18 other states, an office of
the Judicial Council or the California Supreme Court
itself could execute those duties.
As the “Minority Position Re: Bar Structure” report observes, a voluntary bar “would not suffer from
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the aforementioned restrictions imposed by the Legislature and Keller and the concomitant drain on the
Bar’s energy and resources...a voluntary Bar would
have to be responsive to its members and give the
members true value for their dues and their support. An
example of such a large, voluntary association is the
American Bar Association. That which is virtuous and
worthy of preservation in the present mandatory State
Bar will presumably be found to be virtuous and preserved in a voluntary Bar.” Approximately 75 percent
of present State Bar members belong to a voluntary
local Bar association. Why wouldn’t such lawyers join
a voluntary statewide Bar association? I would. Additionally, the 17 existing sections of the State Bar,
comprising approximately 50,000 California lawyers,
would complement the voluntary statewide association.
Advantages to such structure include “freedom from
Keller restrictions and sometimes competing interests
of the board [of governors]“.
SB 60’s genesis was a recommendation by United
States Court of Appeals Judge Arthur Alarcon that
annual dues be reduced $78. The larger question is
democracy for State Bar members. It’s odd that the
State Bar opposes a plebiscite. Perhaps the best advertising for a “yes” vote on the plebiscite was President
Jim Towery’s statement in the August California Bar
Journal, declaring that he didn’t “see any groundswell
of request from our rank-and-file that the State Bar go
through an extraordinary effort to conduct a plebiscite
about its own existence.” That generated more letters
to me than any event in the lengthy effort to enact SB
60. In the words of the “Minority Position Re: Bar
Structure”,...” because of the present State Bar’s size
and vested interest in the status auo, the present State
Bar is incapable of substantively reforming itself.”
Bold action is needed from without. Voting “yes” on
the plebiscite will compel that bold action, for the
benefit of the public and the profession. State Senator
Quentin L. Kopp of the San Francisco Bar. [End
quoting.1 As mentioned previously, theBillpassedand
the plebiscite, or vote by state Bar members, will take
place concerning a voluntary Bar.
JUDGES’

NEW CODE

OF ETHICS

In the January 31, 1996 edition of Sacramento,
California’s The Daily Recorder, syndicated columnist
Thomas D. Elias writes an article titled, “Judges’ New
Code of Ethics: Are They Serious?” [Quoting:]
California judges have a freshly toughened code of
ethics this year, one demanded by voters dissatisfied
with decades of judicial self-regulation. The new code

is the direct result of the 1994 Proposition 190, which
required the state Supreme Court to adopt mandatory
rules for judges at all levels.
The question: Do the judges and the Supreme Court
justices really intend to enforce and live by their highsounding new rules?
Besides the usual rules requiring them to recuse
themselves when cases present obvious conflicts of
interest, judges are no longer allowed to accept gifts
from lawyers or others likely to appear before them.
They are required to make broad disclosures of all their
friendships with attorneys and others involved in cases
they might hear. And they are forbidden to join clubs
that discriminate on the basis of race, gender and
religion. The ban on memberships in organizations
that discriminate specifically exempts the Boy Scouts
of America and other non-profit youth, religious and
military groups that discriminate against homosexuals.
These rules sound like a great improvement over a
system that has long allowed judges to preside over
cases involving their best friends and classmates, without having to disclose those relationships.
But almost as soon as it issued the new code, the
Supreme Court provided cause for questioning whether
it will be taken seriously.
That question arose when the justices unanimously
revoked a public censure that had been imposed on a
Santa Barbara Superior Court judge by the state Commission on Judicial Performance.
Short of removal
from the bench, censure is the strongest measure that
can be.taken against a sitting judge.
Judge Bruce W. Dodds had gotten the severe rebuke
because of charges that he impeded investigation of
another Santa Barbara judge who deflated the tire of a
van parked in his courthouse slot in April 1993. Dodds,
who witnessed the vandalism, did nothing to stop his
colleague and did not report having seen the act in
progress even after he learned that his colleague had
denied it. The van belonged to a disabled person.
Not only did Dodds at first refuse to discuss the
incident with a detective, but he suggested to his court
staff members that they also clam up. He told what he
saw only after his colleague confessed and was publicly
reproved by the judicial watchdog commission.
Dodds was also accused of making an anti-Semitic
remark to visitors in his chambers in 1987 after a
contentious court session involving two Jewish lawyers.
The Supreme Court said it could not punish Dodds
for that comment because the statute of limitations On
it had expired. And the justices said he did not deserve
to be censured for failing to cooperate initially in the
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police investigation of the tire-deflating episode.
Those rulings, ironically, came on the very same
day the court issued its new code of ethics. The effect
of the actions was essentially to tell judges that they
can’t join organizations that discriminate against Jews
and other minorities, but that their private words won’t
be punished unless they explicitly violate the letter of
some law.
The justices also seemed to indicate that all the
good words in the code about avoiding conflicts of
interest may not mean much in real life. For if Dodds
couldn’t even be censured when he refused to cooperate
in the investigation of a friend and colleague whose
vandalism he had witnessed, why would anyone believe
any judges will ever be penalized for failing to disclose
friendships or other links to attorneys practicing before
them?
Judicial codes of ethics exist less to actually police
judges than to instill faith in the public that judges are
honest beyond corruptibility.
If the Supreme Court
looks for ways to exempt judges from its new code-and
that’s what it seemed to do in the Dodds case-how
long will it take public and lawyers to realize that
judges are not serious about changing the unspoken
rules of their profession. [End quoting.]
In Part IV of this series, appearing in the February
13 (Vol. 12, #3) edition of COhrTACT, we reviewed the
American Bar Association’s old code of ethics for
lawyers, the Code OfProfessional Responsibility. Now
let’s take a look at portions from the current America
Bar Association [ABA] Code, which is called Model
Rules of Professional
Conduct. For those of you who
still believe that everything you tell your attorney falls
under “attorney-client privilege” and is, therefore, totally confidential-read
on. [Quoting:]
ABA-MODEL
RULES
OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Rule 1.6

Confidentialitv

Of Information

(A) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating
to representation of a client unless the client consents
after consultation,
except for disclosures that are
impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, and except as stated in paragraph (B).
(B) A lawyer may reveal such information to the
extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:
(1) to prevent the client from committing a
criminal act that the lawyer believes is likely to result
in imminent death or substantial bodily harm; or
(2) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of
the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and
client, to establish a defense to a criminal charge or
civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in
which the client was involved, or to respond to allegations in anv nroceeding concerning the lawyer’s representation if-the client:
[Still quoting:]
Comment
[1] The lawyer is part of a judicial system charged
with upholding the law. One of the lawyer’s functions
is to advise clients so that they avoid any violation of
the law in the proper exercise of their rights.
[2] The observance of the ethical obligation of a
lawyer to hold inviolate confidential information of the
client not only facilitates the full development of facts
essential to proper representation of the client but also
encourages people to seek early legal assistance.
[3] Almost without exception, clients come to
lawyers in order to determine what their rights are and
what is, in the maze of laws and regulations, deemed to
be legal and correct. The common law recognizes that
the client’s confidences must be protected from disclosure. Based upon experience, lawyers know that almost
all clients follow the advise given, and the law is
upheld.
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[4] A fundamental principle in the client-lawyer
relationship is that the lawyer maintain confidentiality
of information relating to the representation.
The
client is thereby encouraged to communicate fully and
frankly with the lawyer even as to embarrassing or
legally damaging subject matter.
[5] The principle of confidentiality is given effect
in two related bodies of law, the attorney-client privilege (which includes the work product doctrine) in the
law of evidence and the rule of confidentiality established in professional ethics. The attorney-client privilege applies in judicial and other proceedings in which
a lawyer may be called as a witness or otherwise
required to produce evidence concerning a client. The
rule of client-lawyer confidentiality applies in situations other than those where evidence is sought from
the lawyer through compulsion of law. The confidentiality rule applies not merely to matters communicated
in confidence by the client but also to all information
relating to the presentation, whatever its source. A
lawyer may not disclose such information except as
authorized or required by the Rules of Professional
Conduct or other law. See also Scope.
[6] The requirement of maintaining confidentiality of information relating to representation applies to
government lawyers who maydisagree with the policy
goals that their representation is designed to advance.
Authorized

Disclosure
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“know” when such a heinous purpose will actually be
carried out, for the client may have a change of mind.
[ 141 The lawyer’s exercise of discretion requires
consideration of such factors as the nature of the lawyer’s
relationship with the client and with those who might
be injured by the client, the lawyer’s own involvement
in the transaction and factors that may extenuate the
conduct in question. Where practical, the lawyer should
seek to persuade the client to take suitable action. In
any case, a disclosure adverse to the client’s interest
should be no greater than the lawyer reasonably believes necessary to the purpose. A lawyer’s decision
not to take preventive action permitted by paragraph
(B)(l) does not violate this Rule.
[Still quoting:]
Rule 1.7

Conflict

Of Interest:

General Rule

(A) A lawyer shall not represent a client if the
representation of that client will be directly adverse to
another client, unless:
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not adversely affect the relationship with
the other client; and
(2) each client consents after consultation.
(B) A layer
shall not represent a client if the
representaiion iif that client may be materidly litid
by the lawyer’s responsibilities to another client or to a
third person, or by the lawyer’s own interests, unless:
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes the representation will not be adversely affected; and
(2) the client consents after consultation. When
representation of multiple clients in a single matter is
undertaken, the consultation shall include explanation
of the implications of the common representation and
the advantages and risks involved.

[7] A lawyer is impliedly authorized to make
disclosures about a client when appropriate in carrying
out the representation, except to the extent that the
client’s instructions or special circumstances limit that
authority.
In litigation, for example, a lawyer may
disclose information by admitting a fact that cannot
properly be disputed, or in negotiation by making a
disclosure that facilitates a satisfactory conclusion.
[Still quoting:]
181 Lawyers in a firm may, in the course of the
Comment:
Lovaltv
To A Client
firm’s- practice, disclose to e&h other information
relating to a client of the firm, unless the client has
[1] Loyalty is an essential element in the lawyer’s
instructed that particular information be confined to
relationship to a client. An impermissible conflict of
specified lawyers.
interest may exist before representation is undertaken,
in which event the representation should be declined.
Disclosure Adverse To Client
The lawyer should adopt reasonable procedures, appro[9] The confidentiality rule is subject to limited priate for the size and type of firm and practice, to
exceptions. In becoming privy to information about a determine in both litigation and non-litigation matters
client, a lawyer may foresee that the client intends the parties and issues involved and to determine whether
serious harm to another person. However, to the extent there are actual or potential conflicts of interest.
[2] If such a conflict arises after representation has
a lawyer is required or permitted to disclose a client’s
purposes, the client will be inhibited from revealing been undertaken, the lawyer should withdraw from the
See Rule 1.16. Where more than one
facts which would enable the lawyer to counsel against representation.
The public is better client is involved and the lawyer withdraws because a
a wrongful course of action.
protected if full and open communication by the client conflict arises after representation, whether the lawyer
may continue to represent any of the clients is deteris encouraged than if it is inhibited.
mined by Rule 1.9. See also Rule 2.2(C). As to whether
[lo] Several situations must be distinguished.
il lj First, the lawyer may not counsel or assist a
;;;;
client in conduct that is criminal or fraudulent.
See
Rule 1.2(B). Similarly, a lawyer has a duty under Rule
3.3(A)(4) not to use false evidence.
This duty is
essentially a special instance of the duty prescribed in
Rule 1.2(B) to avoid assisting a client in criminal or
fraudulent conduct.
[ 121 Second, the lawyer may have been innocently
involved in past conduct by the client that was criminal
In such a situation the lawyer has not
or fraudulent.
violated Rule 1.2(B), because to “counsel or assist”
criminal or fraudulent conduct requires knowing that
the conduct is of that character.
[13] Third, the lawyer may learn that a client
intends prospective conduct that is criminal and likely
to result in imminent death or substantial bodily harm.
As stated in paragraph (B)( 1), the lawyer has professional discretion to reveal information in order to
The lawyer may make a
prevent such consequences.
disclosure in order to prevent homicide or serious
bodily injury which the lawyer reasonably believes is
intended by a client. It is very difficult for a lawyer to
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a client-lawyer relationship exists or, having once been
established, is continuing, see Comment to Rule 1.3
and Scope.
[3] As a general proposition, loyalty to a client
prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse
to that client without that client’s consent. Paragraph
(A) expresses that general rule. Thus, a lawyer ordinarily may not act as advocate against a person the
lawyer represents in some other matter, even if it is
wholly unrelated.
On the other hand, simultaneous
representation
in unrelated matters of clients whose
interests are only generally adverse, such as competing
economic enterprises, does not require consent of the
respective clients. Paragraph (A) applies only when
the representation of one client would be directly adverse to the other.
[4] Loyalty to a client is also impaired when a
lawyer cannot consider, recommend or carry out an
appropriate course of action for the client because of
the lawyer’s other responsibilities or interests. The
conflict in effect forecloses alternatives that would
otherwise be available to the client. Paragraph (B)
addresses such situations. A possible conflict does not
itself preclude the representation.
The critical questions are the likelihood that a conflict will eventuate
and, if it does, whether it will materially interfere with
the lawyer’s independent professional judgment in consiaering alternatives or foreclosure courses of action
that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the
client. Consideration should be given to whether the
client wishes to accommodate the other interest involved.
[Still quoting the ABA’s Rules:]
Rule 1.8 Conflict
Of Interest:
Prohibited
Transactions

(A) A lawyer shall not enter into a business transaction with a client or knowingly acquire an ownership,
oossessorv. securitv or other pecuniary interest adverse
to a client unless:
(1) the transaction and terms on which the
lawyer acquires the interest are fair and reasonable to
the client and are fully disclosed and transmitted in
writing to the client in a manner which can be reason-
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ably understood by the client;
(2) the client is given a reasonable opportunity
to seek the advice of independent counsel in the transaction; and
*
(3) the client consents in writing thereto.
(B) A lawyer shall not use information relating to
representation of a client to the disadvantage of the
client unless the client consents after consultation,
except as permitted or required by Rule 1.6 or Rule 3.3.
(C) A lawyer shall not prepare an instrument
giving the lawyer or a person related to the lawyer as
parent, child, sibling, or spouse any substantial gift
from a client, including a testamentary gift, except
where the client is related to the donee.
(D) Prior to the conclusion of representation of a
client, a lawyer shall not make or negotiate an agreement giving the lawyer literary or media rights to a
portrayal or account based in substantial part on information relating to the representation.
(E) A lawyer shall not provide financial assistance
to a client in connection with pending or contemplated
litigation, except that:
(1) a lawyer may advance court costs and
expenses of litigation, the repayment of which may be
contingent on the outcome of the matter; and
(2) a lawyer representing an indigent client
may pay court costs and expenses of litigation on behalf
of the client.
(F) A lawyer shall not accept compensation for
representing a client from one other than the client
unless:
(1) the client consents after consultation;
(2) there is no interference with the lawyer’s
independence of professional judgment or with the
client-lawyer relationship; and
(3) information relating to representation of a
client is protected as required by Rule 1.6.
(G) A lawyer who represents two or more clients
shall not participate in making an aggregate settlement
of the claims of or against the clients. or in a criminal
case an aggregated agreement as to guilty or nolo
contendere pleas, unless each client consents after
consultation, including disclosure of the existence and
nature of all the claims or pleas involved and of the
participation of each person in the settlement.
(H) A lawyer shall not make an agreement prospectively limiting the lawyer’s
liability to a client for malpractice unless
permitted by law and the client is independently represented in making the agreement, or settle a claim for such liability
with an unrepresented client or former client without first advising that person in
writing that independent representation is
appropriate in connection therewith.
(1) A lawyer related to another lawyer
as parent, child, sibling or spouse shall not
represent a client in a representation directly adverse to a person whom the lawyers knows is represented by the other lawyer except upon consent by the client after
consultation regarding the relationship.
(J) A lawyer shall not acquire a proprietary interest in the cause of action or
subject matter of litigation the lawyer is
conducting for a client, except that the
lawyer may:
(1) acquire a lien granted by law to
secure the lawyer’s fee or expenses; and
(2) contract with a client for a reasonable contingent fee in a civil case. [End
quoting.]
CALIFORNIA’S
REFORM
ACT
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A Statewide Proposition Amendment
to the California Constitution
The climate of judicial frustration
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among many of California’s population has reached
such proportions that a legislative proposition is being
put forth called The Judicial Reform Act Of 1996.
Without endorsing OR criticizing the proposition, let’s
see what it has to say. [Quoting:]
The

Problem

“Confidence in Court System Dips”, reads a headline in the 12/l l/92 LOS ANGELES TIMES. “Nearly
half of the Californians questioned in a far-ranging
new poll said they have less confidence in the court
system...52% had apoor or only fair overall opinion of
the state judiciary.
The survey was released by the
[Jhdicial] council, the policy-making arm of the judiciary, at a symposium on the future of the California
courts. The results of the questioning caused concern
among officials. “When 52% of Californians do not
think highly of the courts, that tells me we have to come
up with [a] program to give people a better understanding of the system,” said Robert R. Dockson, chairman
emeritus of CalFed and Chairman of the Commission
on the Future of the Courts.”
This public negative perception of our judiciary
has continually sunk to an all-time low under the
current Commission on Judicial Performance which
hears complaints against judges. We are told in a 5/18/
94 LOS
ANGELES
TIMES
article,
“The
commission.. .operates largely in secret.. . [and that t] he
agency’s annual report indicates that out of the more
than 900 complaints it receives annually, no more than
10 cases are ever taken to the formal hearing stage.” A
12/17/93 LOS ANGELES DAILY JOURNAL article
stafes, “The commission’s mandate is to insure public
confidence in the courts. Everyone agrees that this is
a vitally important mission. The commission has dismally failed to carry out that mission.‘* Statistics show
complaints to the Commission have steadily increased
in the past thirteen years by an alarming 365%.
TruIv. we are in an eoidemic of judicial corruption
and misconduct. “Judges Flout Law” reads one headline, “Senator Wants To Crack Down On Courts”, reads
another. “State Sen. Charles Calderon believes the
public’s image of the courts must be improved.“--SAN
GABRIEL VALLEY NEWS, 5/6/94. “Our Legal System
Is Out Of Control,” said CURBB (Citizens-United To
Reform Bench & Bar), a citizens’ rights group directed
by attorneys. Yes, most everyone experienced with the
courts has a similar story to tell. It is a cry for judicial
accountability.
[Still quoting from Judicial Reform Act of 1996:]
The
Proeosition

(a) The People of the State of California find that
the doctrine of judicial immunity, originally intended
to protect judges from frivolous and harassing lawsuits,
has been greatly abused and expanded in practice to
extend to every kind of judicial misconduct; that such
judicial misconduct is perceived to continue unabated
without accountability. As a result, confidence in our
judiciary has sunk to an all-time low. It is therefore our
desire to build confidence in our judicial system by
restoring a perception of justice and judicial accountability. This shall be known as The Judicial Refirm Act
of 1996.
(b) Notwithstanding common law or any other
provision to the contrary, no immunities shall be extended to any member of the judiciary of this State
except as is specifically set forth in this Act. For
purposes of this Act, members of the judiciary shall
include, but not be limited to, justices, judges, commissioners, judges pro tern, private judges and arbitrators,
hereinafter referred to as “judges”.
(c) Preserving the original intent of protecting
judges from frivolous and harassing actions, no immunity shielding a judge shall be construed to extend to
any clear violation of the Constitutions of the United
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States or California, deliberate violation of law, fraud,
conspiracy, intentional violation of due process of law,
deliberate disregard of material facts, judicial acts
without jurisdiction, and blocking (this includes unreasonable delay) of a lawful conclusion of a case. For
purposes of this Act, “blocking” shall mean any act or
series of acts that impedes the lawful conclusion of a
case.
(d) There are hereby created within this State three
twenty-five member Special Grand Juries within statewide jurisdiction having power to judge both law and
fact. As used in this Act, “Juror” shall mean a Special
Grand Juror. Their sole responsibility shall be to
determine, on an objective standard, whether a civil
suit against a judge would be frivolous and harassing,
or fall within the exclusions of immunity as set forth
herein, and whether there is the appearance of criminal
conduct by the judge complained of. The Special Grand
Juries shall choose as many special non-government
advisors as necessary to serve no more than one year,
after which term said counsel shall be ineligible.
(e) Within ninety days following enactment of this
Act, the Legislature shall establish a “seat” or principal
base for each Special Grand Jury, such seats to be
reasonably evenly distributed geographically throughout the State.
(f) Each Special Grand Jury shall immediately
assign a docket number to each complaint brought
before it, unless such case is transferred to another
Special Grand Jury to achieve caseload balance. A
transfer shall not prejudice a docketing deadline. The
Special Grand Jury first docketing a complaint shall
have sole jurisdiction of the case. No complaint shall
be considered by any Special Grand Jury unless the
complainant shall have first attempted to exhaust all
judicial remedies available in this State within the
immediately preceding six-month period. Such sixmonth period, however, shall not apply in cases of
blocking of a lawful conclusion, which provision is
intended to be applied remedially.
Should the complainant opt to proceed to the United States Supreme
Court, such six-month period shall commence upon the
disposition of that court.
_ -!g_)Tfie Jurors shall serve without compulsion and
shall be drawn by public lot by the Secretary of State
from the broadest base of available Citizens of this
State of the age of eighteen years and over, excluding
elected and appointed officials, prosecutors, members
of the State Bar, judges, and judicial and law enforcement personnel, without other exclusion except previous adjudication of mental incapacity, imprisonment,
or parole from a conviction of a felonious violent crime
against person(s). Excluding the establishment of the
initial Special Grand Juries, each Juror shall serve one
year. No Juror shall serve more than once in five years.
On the first day of each month, two persons shall be
rotated off each Special Grand Jury and new Citizens’
names drawn, except in January it shall be three.
Vacancies shall be filled on the first of the following
month in addition to the Jurors regularly rotated, and
the Juror chosen to fill a vacancy shall complete only
the remainder of the term of the Juror replaced.
A
simple majority shall determine any matter. Special
Grand Jury files shall always remain public record.
Each Juror shall receive a salary commensurate to a
Superior Court judge prorated according to the number
of days actually in session. In addition, each Special
Grand Jury shall have an annual operational budget
commensurate to the Commission on Judicial Performance, or its equivalent, or a sum equal to the combined salaries of twenty-five Jurors serving full time,
whichever is highest. Should the three Special Grand
Juries concur that additional interim operational funds
are required for their effectiveness, they may present
their agreed sum specific to the CaliforniaLegislature, which
shall give high priority to their instant requisition.
(h) The Special Grand Jury shall serve a copy of the
complaint upon the judge with notice to the complainant. The judge shall have twenty days to serve and file
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an answer. The complainant shall have a further ten
days, excluding weekends and holidays, to reply to the
judge’s answer. The Special Grand Jury shall have
power to subpoena witnesses, documents, and other
tangible evidence, and to examine witnesses under
oath. Each Special Grand Jury shall determine the
causes properly before it with their reasoned findings
in writing within 120 calendar days, serving on all
parties their decision on whether immunity shall be
barred as a defense to any civil action that may thereafter be pursued against the judge. A rehearing may be
requested within fifteen days by service upon the other
side, with fifteen days by service upon the other side,
with fifteen days to reply thereto.
Thereafter, the
Special Grand Jury shall render final determination
within twenty days. All allegations of the complaint
shall be liberally construed in favor of the complainant.
The Jurors shall keep in mind, in making their decisions, that they are entrusted by the people of this State
with the duty of restoring a perception of justice and
accountability of the judiciary, and are not to be swayed
by artful presentation by the judge. They shall avoid all
influence by judicial and government entities. The
statute of limitations on any action involving the compliant to the Special Grand Jury against a State judge
shall not commence until the rendering of their final
decision.
(i) Whenever any judge shall have received three
strikes, a strike being an adverse immunity decision,
the judge shall be permanently removed from judicial
office. Judicial retirement for such removed judge
shall not exceed one-half of the benefits to which such
person would have otherwise been entitled.
(j) Should the Special Grand Jury also find probable cause of criminal conduct on the part of any State
judge against whom a complaint is docketed, it shall
indict such judge except where double-jeopardy attaches. The Special Grand Jury shall, without voir
dire, impanel twelve special trial jurors, plus alternates, which trial jurors shall be instructed that they
have power to judge both law and fact. The Special
Grand Jury shall also select a non-government special
prosecutor and a judge with no more than four years on
the bench from a county other than that of the defendant
judge. The trial jury shall be selected from the same
pool of jury candidates as any regular jury. The special
prosecutor shall thereafter prosecute the cause to conclusion, having all the powers of any other prosecutor
within this State. Upon conviction, the special trial
jury shall have exclusive power of sentencing (limited
to incarceration, fines and/or community service), which
shall be derived by average of the sentences of the trial
jurors.
[Portions of this document along the outer margin
are cut off on my copy. I will indicate those by ***.I
(k) No judge indicted for criminal conduct [***I
sued civilly by a complainant pursuant to this [***I
shall be defended at public expense or by an elected or
appointed public counsel.
(1) No person exercising strict enforcement [***I
the findings of a Special Grand Jury shall be held liable
civilly, criminally, or in contempt.
(m) Preeminence shall be given to this Act [***I
any case of conflicts of statute, law, or constitutional
provision, and the foreperson of each Special Grand
Jury shall read, or cause to be read, this [***I biannually to the respective Jurors during the final business week of the months of January and July.
(n) The provisions and procedures herein [ ** *] in
addition to other redress that may exist and [***I not
exclusive.
(0) Should the whole or any part of this proposition
come under constitutional challenge, such challenge
shall not be adjudicated by any judicial officer potentially affected by the outcome. Should any part of this
proposition be found unconstitutional, the remainder
shall remain in full force and effect as though no
challenge thereto existed. (The Judicial Reform Act of
1996-Tel. 818-386-5804.)
[End quoting.]
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PARALEGALS

In an article appearing in the March 199 1 edition
of ABA Journal, written by Deborah Chalfie, we read
[quoting:]
Paralegals
Should leeal technicians
be allowed to practice independently?
The debate to permit non-lawyers to provide legal
services heated up in California last July with the
release of a report by a bar association commission that
recommended the licensing of legal technicians to
assist in landlord-tenant disputes, simple divorces and
bankruptcies.
More recently, legislation was introduced in the
California Assembly that would permit paralegals to
practice law independently in a broader range of areas
and would require licensing only if irreparable harm
would result from malpractice.
Sponsoring the bill is Help Abolish Legal Tyranny,
a consumer rights organization headquartered in Washington, D.C. Deborah Chalfie, HALT’s legislative
director, argues here that the bill is a long-overdue
remedy to the crisis in legal service‘s.
Texas Bar Association President James N. Parson
disagrees.
He believes that allowing paralegals to
practice independently ultimately shortchanges consumers.
[Still quoting:]
Yes:

Consumer

Power

Letting independent paralegals serve the public
will greatly improve access to legal services.
Everyone-including
the ABA-agrees
there’s a
national crisis in access to legal services. Study after
study shows that even middle-income consumers can’t
get affordable legal help. The problem is worse for the
indigent: 80 percent of low-income people’s legal needs
go unmet because they can’t afford lawyers. People
face evictions, cut-offs in government benefits, consumer disputes, and child support problems without
legal assistance. We now have a two-tiered system of
justice, with the vast majority shut out.
It should be no surprise that this overwhelming,
unmet need has spawned an “underground” independent paralegal industry. Despite a nationwide ban on
unauthorized practice of law, more than 3,000 independent paralegals-2,000
in California-are
already in
business providing high-quality, low-cost legal help
with numerous legal matters.
One study has estimated that consumers could save
more than $1.3 billion annually by using paralegals for
just four routine tasks-uncomplicated
divorces, wills,
bankruptcies and business incorporations.
Besides
improving access to justice, letting consumers get help
from paralegals gives consumers the right to choose,
just as they do for tax preparation, based on the service
and expertise they need, want and can afford.
Many of the lawyers who claim that everyday legal
matters are too complex for paralegals already delegate
much of the work involved in divorces, probate, bankruptcies and public benefits cases to their paralegals
and legal secretaries, with little to no supervision.
[Still quoting:]
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Questionable
ComDetency
diploma or GED certificate.
Issues of bankruptcy,
family law, immigration, and wills and trust law reQualifications and oversight of providers of legal
quire more than a GED certificate. We’re not licensing
Despite the bar’s speculations about public harm, bus drivers; we’re attempting to solve, mediate and services is not a new issue. Those outside the profesexperience shows there is little evidence of it. The dispose of serious legal problems.
sion accuse us of exclusivity in our dedication to comCalifornia Department of Consumer Affairs reports
Just as allied health providers must be able to petence. They want in, even if they lack basic qualifithat, in the nearly 20 years paralegals have been in distinguish between a cold and pneumonia, proposed cations. Their proffered ticket for admission is cheaper
business there, complaints about them have been “al- allied legal providers must be able to identify the legal services. This ignores the fact that issues of
most nonexistent.”
excellence, competence and over-sight are not econuances of marital property rights, debtor alternatives,
A California bar survey found 76 percent of pro se and real estate titles. Even the most basic understandnomic in nature.
litigants who used an independent paralegal were sat- ing of the legal issues cannot be founded upon a GEDAllowing non-lawyers to practice law, under the
isfied and would use one again; only 64 percent ofthose
guise of limited authority, and then disciplining the
certified mind.
who had used lawyers were satisfied. Stanford Law
providers under the legislative branch, destroys the
[Still quoting:]
Professor Deborah Rhode’s study found the same
relative absence of consumer complaints nationwide: less than 2 percent of all unauthorized practice
of law cases even alleged consumer harm.
Contrast these statistics with the nearly 100,000
complaints filed against lawyers in 1989. GbviWhat Could
Save Using Paralegals?
ously, there is no “public protection” guarantee provided by lawyers’ exclusive license to practice law.
Blanket, prohibitions against “unauthorized practice” can and should be replaced by less restrictive,
more effective means of protecting consumers-bal@j$J Pa&e&s
This chart, based on
900
ancing the interest in affordable access with that of
conservative estij -Lawyers
i
meaningful public protection.
800
mates, compares the
Traditional solutions such as increasing funding
prices for four cornAU figures in
700
to legal aid programs or increasing pro bono assismillioruof a!aUars
mon legal matters
tance can barely make a dent in meeting the poor’s
quoted by a nationneeds, let alone the needs of those with moderate
ally advertised legal
incomes. Legal aid programs account for only oneclinic with those of
third of the few cases in which low-income people
typical independent
actually get legal assistance.
paralegals: 775,600
Fewer than 20 percent of all attorneys particidivorces a year at
pate in voluntary pro bono efforts, and the bar has
$750 and $125 rerepeatedly rejected mandatory probono. And, in the
spectively; 4.1 million
current economic climate, neither program is likely
-I
wills at $200 and $80;
Bmbptcy
Incorporation
to see substantial increases in resources.
WillS
Divorce
412,000 bankruptcies
While the importance of these programs shouldn’t
$484m
$492m
$154m
$234m
at $500 and $125;
be minimized, neither should their potential to solve
SAVINGS
468,000 incorporathe legal services crisis be overestimated.
tions at $650 and
No single reform is a panacea. But, “Boardwalk
$150.
or nothing” is no longer an option; while lawyers
play “monopoly”, the public is left out of the game.
[End quoting.]
Soum
Nolo Press, Berkeley. Cdif.,‘1987.
And now for the other side of the coin, James N.
Parson responds in the same edition of ABA Journal.
[Quoting:]
Almost
No ComDlaints

We

No:

Caveat

EmDtor

No final and comprehensive national or local
solution has been found for the problem of providing
legal services for the poor. One answer, born in
frustration and naivete, has been proposed in California. Its effect will be to provide poor service to
poor people. This solution authorizes the practice of
law by a lesser qualified group whose lack of qualifications would ostensibly be overcome by zeal and
dedication.
It’s a kamikaze approach to a problem requiring,
not ignorance and zeal; but legal expertise and governance. California may have tendered a proposal,
but it needs to reprint-in
large letters-the
old
maxim, “Buyer Beware.”
The underlying question is whether society has a
duty to ensure the competency of professional practitioners. It’s fundamentally a matter of who’s qualified, who cares, and who’s watching.
One school of thought holds that if a person can
cure cancer, whether a licensed physician or not, let
him do it. But providers of professional services
must be able to perform what they promise.
Professional services require more than an air 01
knowledge and ability-they
require professional
ability, grounded in education and steeped in competence.
California’s response to the issue of education
and competence is the requirement of a high school

How Many Americans
Lack Access
to Legal
Help?
-

42 million are
covered by a
legal service ~

\

53%

49 million are
eligible
for legal aid

\

128 million have
no access to
lefzal services

.

Source: the National Resource Center for
Consumers of Legal Ser\-ices.,Washingt0n.

have or can
readily get
access to
a lawyer

D.C.. 1988.
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constitutional concept of the separation of powers. The
judicial branch has the authority to regulate the practice of law. Call it what you may, but these proposed
providers of legal services will be practicing law.
HALT and California’s proposal [remember this
was published back in 19911 would transfer the disciplining of these practitioners of law to a consumer
agency of the state, funded and regulated by the legislature. Expediency would rule; excellence and supervision would suffer.
Let’s talk barratry [Webster’s: 1. buying or selling
oJ..civilpositions.
2. habitual bringing about of quarrels or lawsuits.]. Once adopted, there would be established on every street corner an “independent paralegal”. Free of the constraints of professionalism and
effective discipline, each would be susceptible to becoming a free-lance runner for unethical lawyers. The
lawyer could accomplish indirectly what he is prohibited from doing directly.
Lawyers in every state believe in the need for
expanded legal services to the poor. Each is addressing
the issue with success. State-funded IOLTA programs
will this year collectively spend $142,581,898 for legal
services to the poor. We need to re-double our efforts
to address the legal needs of the poor. Poor legal
services to poor people is not the answer. As Herbert
wrote over three centuries ago, “Ill ware is never cheap.”
[End quoting.]
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“Here at Pearlstine, Smith & Wilcox, we call
it ;t court appc;krancc, not a gig.”

bankruptcies, living trusts, incorporation, and stepparent adoption.
HALT: We understand a UPL charge has been filed
against you. Why do you think this happened after
being in business so long?
R.S. : I don’t really know why, at that particular
moment, the Oregon State Bar decided to go ahead and
PERSECUTED
PARALEGAL
sue me and my company, People’s Paralegal Service,
In an article from the October-December
1994 Inc. Really, no customer has ever filed a complaint
edition of HALT’s publication
THE LEGAL RE- with me or with the Attorney General’s Office, or the
State Bar. No customer has ever sued me. No one has
FORMER, we read [quoting:]
The following is an interview with Robin S. Smith, ever been so dissatisfied with something that we couldn’t
Director of the People ‘s Paralegal Service, Inc. Ms. resolve whatever was going on that they felt they had to
take that step. Yet, the Bar, after seven years of my
Smith has been chargedwith the unauthorizedpractice
being in business and the two of us working together to
of law (CJPL) by the Oregon State Bar.
a certain extent-I
have testified in front of ABA
HALT: What kind of services do you provide?
R.S.: We type legal documents and sell self-help hearings and Oregon State Bar hearings on the need of
law books. We cover areas such as divorce, wills, non-lawyers-sues
me. We thought we were going in

Tapes,

Page

81 Videos

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, 96.00 for
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted.
Postage is included
in tape prices.
Please
send check or money order to: 7XE WORRD, P.O. Box 6194:
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
if you desire to automatics//y
receive
tapes from future meetings,
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partiallist
of older items but including all of the mosl
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
4/g/95(5)
Vladimir Tertiski’s
meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/2-3/95(2)
Mary Snell 81 Ronn Jackson via phone;
5/l 81 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips 81Cathy O’Brien
1 1/12/95 (3); 11/26/95(3);
12/3/95(2)Jeff’s
letter; 12/l O/95(2) Greg 81Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2)
12/21/95(2)
Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;l2/31/95
Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3);
I /7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z);1 /21/96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Iz$nsc’s “Fifth Column” interviev
(3);2/11/96
(3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve interview on ‘Larry King Live” (2).

the direction of coming up with a joint proposal to take
to the legislature and instead, BAM, here’s this.
HALT: Did you find it difficult finding a lawyer to
represent you?
R.S.: Yes, I spend a lot of time on the phone and
came up with an attorney to represent me, but then I did
some further digging into my professional liability
insurance policy and discovered that it would cover my
legal costs on this. They get to name the attorney. I
have yet to meet him, but I think he’s going to be fine.
My insurance policy does say that they are not required
to appeal, that it’s up to them to decide, so at that point
I may be on my own as far as legal costs go. Everv
paralegal ought to run out and get insurance, professional liability insurance.
HALT: What can you tell us about your defense
strategy?
R.S.: It’s hard to say because at this point literally
all we’ve done is file an extension for another 30 days.
I haven’t even met with my attorney to discus strategy.
I believe that flat out what we’re going to be doing is
just denying the UPL charges. The selection of documents is where the UPL issue spins. One of the
provisions of UPL in Oregon, is that it violates UPL to
select the document or form for a customer. I maintain
that I didn’t select anything because in this particular
situation I typed every document that there was for that
particular case. We have a case here called Oregon
State Bar v. Gilcrest from 1972. It decided that as long
as you did not talk to people and all you did is sell them
books and forms and type their papers for them, then
you weren’t practicing law. We do intend to address
the issue of First Amendment rights. I have a constitutional right to free speech but the Oregon State Bar is
trying to enjoin my right to free speech, by preventing
me from sharing knowledge, information and forms
that I have with people who don’t have any other
alternatives. Free speech is pretty absolute.
HALT: Do you have any advice for any other
independent paralegals who might find themselves in a
similar situation?
R.S.: It can happen to anybody. The most important thing people can do is organize in their state. Part
of the reason that this happened when it did is really we
haven’t been very vocal in the last six months. The
Task Force Hearings are over and the ABA hearings are
over and so there really isn’t anything going on at the
moment. There is a lull in public support and opinion
and money. Oregon State Bar took advantage of that
lull. You can fight back on the basis of First Amendment Rights if you have the resources and energy to
fight, which I do. I intend to fight this to thebitter end.
[End quoting.]
Next week we will take a much ciosar to& at
Admiralty Law and what, exactly, that means. But, in
the meantime, this series is...to be continued.
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Oh my, Father, give me wisdom. Allow me to
assume that we speak here as a “blood” brother? We
have to start back where the genetic structure MAY be
whole. Many refer to a friend as a brother and this is
not going to be quite so “direct” in response as if there
is bloodline in this instance.
Since the problem is one of spinal cord DAMAGE
we can deduce that it is a progressive problem for the
infant. If the babe makes it to birthing while appearing
to be “normal” then we have a whole set of possibilities
from which to pick and choose. Number one: Is the
disease correctly diagnosed or is there simply an assumption that because one child was diagnosed with
this ailment &at this one also suffers from the same? If
you have continuing deterioration and affectation of
the anterior horn cells and they “slowly stop working”
you have all sorts of hope if action is quick enough. If
WERDNIG
HOFFMAN
DISEASE
the babe is simply deteriorating otherwise you have a
(SDinal Muscular
Atrophv
TvDe I
different set of problems which indicate possible inter[SMA tvtre I])
vention. If the babe were paralyzed from birth you have
little hope because of the total absence of substance
From R.B., Utah.
which can be recovered.
So, in this case you can
ASSUME you have a deteriorating condition in which
[QUOTING:]
miracles can happen within the small body and mind.
I do not practice at medicine-I
have no ‘patients”
I am writing in behalf of a brother of mine. He and nor do I have “PATIENCE” with such foolishness as to
his wife had a baby girl about 5 years ago that died of pronounce death upon a newborn child. I only find
Scientists go
Werdnig Hoffman’s disease. I have included a descrip- ignorance in the medical profession.
tion of this below. They since have had two girls who forth and alter genetic structures for the heck of itare fine. About 2 months ago they had a little boy. Two why don’t they splice-in the missing genetic structure?
weeks after birth he started showing symptoms of So, why don’t I, you might well ask. So be it.
Werdnig Hoffman’s disease.
You will note the SYMPTOMS are exactly the same
I have read about colloidal silver and gold. I have as are experienced with Christopher Reeve, your Sualso read about the research a man by the name of John perman, following his fall. He didNOT incur a severed
Hudson [H: I know of no John Hudson who is into the spinal cord-but
smashed structures to the extent of
work related here but I am fully aware of a David damaging the spine-but
the symptoms are almost
Hudson and wonder if this might be the same?] has identical. So, this is not necessarily a mandatory death
done with monatomic gold. I also believe I read in one sentence, is it? In fact, if you have a cellular-genetic
of the journals that the combination of colloidal silver, error in parental combination, the problem of instrucgold, and drias would have the same effect as mona- tions to the new babe’s individual system is somehow
tomic gold. John Hudson claims that monatomic gold flawed, and since it is a deteriorating disease, it indican fix DNA.
cates here that something continues to go wrong, and if
I am writing to ask you 1: Does monatomic gold fix it is a continuing process then alteration can take place.
DNA? 2: Does the combination of colloidal silver, gold, With God all things are possible,
and drias, work like monatomic gold, and 3: Would
With medicine, in this case at least, the edict has
monatomic gold help my nephew’s condition? I gave been passed forward that there is no cure and treatment
mybrothersomeGaiaCol,GaiaGold, Gaiandriana,andsome
aims to keep the affected infant as comfortable as
AquaGaia. I also gave him a bunch of natural oils.
possible while waiting to make transition-period.
Here is a description of Werdnig Hoffman disease
Would monatomic gold “fix” this problem? Yes
or Spinal Muscular Atrophy Type I (SMA type I):
and no. If there is such destruction of the gene presence
“This disease is an autosomal recessive disease in as to be absent programming from the system of the
which each parent carries the recessive gene which babe-not probably-but
possibly.
when combined in the child affects the anterior horn
You are missing in your listing above the MOST
cells in the anterior horn region of the spinal cord. It important solution: OxySol. This offers the “chip”
is unknown whether or not the anterior horn cells are replacement upon which the DNA can be re-recorded
limited in number, or are just not working, or slowly but, at this time in our evolvement, there would be
stop working. The message to move gets from the brain required several things and I AM NOT ALLOWED TO
I CAN
to the spine and when it reaches the anterior horn cells, TELL YOU THOSE THINGS DIRECTLY.
the message is not responded to by the muscles because HYPOTHESIZE a bit and you can consider that which
it theoretically is not getting past the anterior horn you would.
cells. The symptoms of this disease are floppiness in
For a “fix” of a broken system you at least have to
the extremities, limited or no movement and breathing have the broken “parts”. If the problem is a lessening
into the stomach because the chest muscles are not and then the absenting of a “part” from the living
working. It is a neuromuscular disease which has an system, it has to be replaced from somewhere for there
onset starting in the womb or up to one year of age. The is nothing upon which to glue the system back into
child slowly loses control of muscles which results in place without missing parts. Since everything is contube feeding. These children usually pass away by the netted to everything, we know we need replacement
age of 2 from inability to make the breathing muscles parts if one is missing and, with that assumption, we
work and in turn stop breathing, or by a respiratory
can consider the problem and sort possibilities.
disease.”
When the damage works its way down the spine you
The baby will die if something is not done. My can realize that when it wipes out the ninth vertebra
family have prayed and fasted for him and have done area you are headed for irreversible damage if not
everything we can do. We would all appreciate your stopped in the degenerative processing.
help. We do accept the Creation’s will for the baby.
I would first suggest you do a bit of seemingly silly
Thank you for your time.
test and flick the little fingernail, at the tip, of either
the second, third, or fourth finger. If there is no reflex,
Sincerely, RE
that is good news. If the reflex is present, it will cause
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Perhaps my own soul weeps for that which comes
upon mankind, my brethren, to the extent that sometimes I too do not wish to bear alone the burden of
recognition of imperfection. Imperfection of anything
IS and I cannot but accept that phenomenon of living
organisms. However, as a heart and soul bonds with,
say, a babe whilst recognizing that MAN will offer no
“fix” for a particular deviation from perfection (normal), I weep right along with the whole of you.
On the yesterday in the midst of a day of insane
limitation of deadlines which, if not met, would change
our pathways forever, we paused to attend news, market
reports, Comex runs, etc., and in “channel-hopping”
comes some program on “hired killers”. There were
several of these “hired killers” on the program- incold
blooded soul-less humanoid form. These people will
sell a kill for as little as $50. They admitted to it “being
a job” and did in fact even compare themselves to CIA
assassins who kill for the cause of money and “on
orders”. All, shiver now, said they didn’t care if it be
a baby, a pregnant woman-anyone!
This is the chilling-out of your civilization where human life is of no
more value than a $5 worthless Federal Reserve Note,
much the less a $50 bill for a “fix” of some kind.
Then Dharma goes through the mail which has just
arrived and the tearing apart of the mind in these two
opposing directions caused me to choose to write on
THIS NEXT subject today instead of immediately responding yesterday.
Two things came from Utah yesterday: this letter
and a wonderful package of tea of a special blending of
calming herbs. We enjoyed the loving sharing of the
tea whose aroma filled the room with beauty and then
we wept over this letter in the very hopelessness of what
life has come to dump onto you wondrous human
miracles. “Can I help?” pleads Dharma to me. Will I
help? Ah, and what would allow me to assist in a world
gone mad? Were it an allowing world in which healing
would be acceptable, yes; in your world of insanity my
help would bring down closure to all we have to offer.
I can only explain mechanisms and allow you to decide
for selves what are the possibilities.
In sharing you will have to recall your cellular life
lessons so that you can remember a bit about genetic
structuring, DNA, RNA, and recombinant genetic structure, recessive and dominant genes, and how an RNA
blueprint is engraved on the crystal “chips” of DNA
patterning.
And how, if there are missing genes or
mutation of genes to form alternate patterns, you have
a different set of problems than with simply casting off
biological life forms from your own perfect or imperfeet structure. When you begin with missing links you
cannot perfect the original structure without providing
the missing part.
So today let us consider this letter and then have a
bit of a lesson on possibilities in a perfect world.
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a flexion of these fingers and maybe also the thumb. Its
presence indicates tendon reflexes are HYPERACTIVE.
This will in turn cause eventual muscle spasms as from
“drawing-up” the tendons. Now we can establish the
nerve action. If you have hyperactive tendons you will
have a shutdown of the nervous system in order to,
hopefully, support the muscle system to the extent of
salvaging muscles. Eventually the system shuts down
entirely as it can no longer counter the continual confused impulses and responses.
So we now have an idea of what is perhaps taking
place and then we can consider what might affect the
system enough to “hold” while fortifications are offered.
Gaiandriana offers the PERFECT cellular structure awaiting programming to individual blueprint.
But it also needs the “parts” if it is to program into the
system, specific data.
In a perfect world of non-interference it would be
simple to find a blood brother, in this instance you can’t
use the parents because they carry flawed genes. Actually the genes are not flawed; they just can’t “combine”
properly to produce a non-flawed newly developing
system. This aside, it would be very simple to introduce
a tiny, tiny bit of the child’s blood along with a blood
relative’s (actually it wouldn’t have to be a blood
relative but a known non-genetically-compromised
person’s blood).
I don’t mean great gobs of blood
which could inter-react, but I speak of a minute amount
of DNA cells. The most tiny amount that can be diluted
to almost nothing is sufficient. This would be added
(both) into GaianDRIANA so the Drias can select, cast
out the invaders, sort the genes and PERFECT the
crystalline blueprint on the “chips”. This DOES require the presence of MONATOMIC gold to WRITE
the program-especially
in the case of NERVOUS
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SYSTEM INVOLVEMENT.
The reprogramming of the child’s DNA to the
perfect gene from the donor would then reprogram the
system. Meanwhile, the Gaiandriana can carry part of
the oxygen supply as the child struggles to breathe. In
your limited world of allowances you can’t do this
properly so you and I are stuck having to use only God’s
will and Divine hope-but not without possibilities.
Gaiandriana is the perfect “carrier” for the cellular
structure moves immediately within the cells of the
body. Taken orally it is partially destroyed by the body
fluids but nonetheless if all formula and ingested fluids
bear at least one or two ounces of the Gaiandriana it
would be sufficient.
What would I do? Well, I would begin with this
very diluted and tiny amount of blood from both, as
above, and introduce it gently and lovingly into a
container of Gaiandriana with a bit of AquaGaia (this
will be totally converted into cells and offer mitochondria to support the newly adjusting cells). Any possible
microbiotic invaders are cleared out and used as fuel to
aid proper programming. I would leave that solution
open in the direct sunlight for about five days until
totally transformed and use it for “water” in everything
fed to the child. I would increase the gold intake by
using the gold colloid in every intaken bottle of food or
mixed into the food, as well as a drop or two of silver
colloid and added OxySol. This gives the babe new
genetic patterns from which to choose and it will
usually choose the correct cellular structure. In fact, if
allowed to mature with the added elements as above
mentioned, the Drias will perfect the cell and allow for the
merging within the system of the “imperfect” organism.
You must understand that each individual has a
“genetic code” and just as with any “code” if some of
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the language or parts are missing, you can’t perfect the
communication.
If offered the correct elements, the
code can be completed and communication can resume.
The nervous system converts gold to its elemental atom
(mono-atom) so yes, indeed, there must be the element
from which to draw and in the case of this dis-ease
irregularity it needs to move to those “anterior horn
cells”. This is example only, for explanation, for in
this disease it is NOT actually the horn cells, anterior
or otherwise, that is the problem.
So, RB, Father has answered my petition and I pass
it to you. God bless you for asking. I also suggest that
you get SILICA gel from the health store and make sure
the child gets some EVERY day. And remember something important: you cannot get too much Gaiandriana!
It has been successfully used for full-system transfusion with amazing results.
I would suggest to any new parent to also supplement feedings with GAIALYTEinto which is dissolved,
relative to the age and size of the child, Spelta flour.
Just blend it into the mixture with the formula or, in the
case of Gaialyte, just mix it in. Those electrolytes are
mandatory and Spelta is the perfect grain to supply
nutrients and protein in a useable form. In fact, we
could make baby formula from this grain as a base that
would surpass everything or anything on your market,
including soybean milk. Add it to soy milk and you
have a real whammy.
Watch this child carefully for when the babe can
turn self it will usually put itself into a “frog-like”
position and lie very “still”. This will be the position
of choice so make sure the child is not allowed to do this for
great periods of time. If a child survives this problem there is
no need to have deformities develop. God bless you, son; may
wisdom always guide your pathway as well.
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never ask. A Constitutional Convention was on the
ballot in Arkansas and Tucker was so sure it was a sure
thing in passage that he has basically made a pure ass
of himself over the issue. IT WAS RESOUNDINGLY
DEFEATED! THAT IS WHAT PEOPLE CAN DO IF
THEY GET INFORMED-TOGETHER.
TOGETHER, YOU WILL STOP THE INSANITY OF
VOTED-IN CRIMINALS AND, THEREFORE,
CRIMINAL ACTIONS WILL BE VOTED ET.

Connections
AlongThe
PathOf Challenges

WHO
TO VOTE
FORAND NEW
MONEY!

2122196 #1

HATONN

WHYS
AND
WHEREFORES
I am asked by some, “Why do you write of ‘personal’ things in a paper where we wait for revelations?”
Because I don’t give “revelations”-that
has already been done. So, what you really mean is, “Why are
you not giving market insight and psychic readings
instead of boring us with another man’s Droblems?”
THE “OTHER MAN’S PROBLEMS’%E
YOUR
PROBLEM!
CHRISTOPHER
AND
A UTAH

REEVE
BABE

You who would have watched Christopher Reeve
on Lmry King Live last evening (and you should have),
you would see that Sipapu Odyssey is a PERFECT tale
for HIM to tell, act and direct-or
at the least-act
in
the lead role. Moreover, the child with the paralyzing
syndrome (yesterday’s writing) [seep. 161 has the more
urgent form of spinal damage-from
whatever cause.
We MUST learn to connect everything to everything or
we can’t make it through here in good shape while
continuing to GROW.
Revelation? Well, I can promise Reeve that he will
be fine because he has the faith and the signs of full
recovery. Meanwhile, look what an opportunity GOD
has granted him TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE. You see,
he could play the lead role in Sipapu without any more
healing at all-but the very act of doing the play would
assure his healing because WE would be working WITH
him. But SOMEBODY(S) need to reach through the
barricades to reach him and inform him and show him
the story-Wally
Gentleman and George Van Noy can’t
do it all, readers. Now you HAVE another place to
reach this man:

Christopher Reeve m
% American Paralysis Association
500 Morris Ave.
Springfield, NJ 0708 1.
If several of you send him the book, the promise,
and the love-watch
for the miracle, Offer a way to get
word back to Wally Gentleman:

Wally Gentleman
% George Van Noy
2021 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405.
The screen play will be re-written in such a way
that from prior pictures there can be file copies of full
physical strength-OR
we can film the picture from the

time of the accident and let the first opening shots be
filmed LAST in order to fit the physical needs of the
body. There is nothing wrong with either Reeve’s body
or mind-only
a few governing circuits are “down”. If
ENOUGH bring this to his attention-HE
WILL HEAR!
Wally Gentleman has funding resources to back up a
full-out participation of Reeve and Robyn Williamsand what a GIFT of HOPE to humanity would be this
picture.
We could also then follow on with other
pictures but the door will be open to then do such as the
story of Cathy O’Brien, Kelly and Mark.
I am going to herein also ask that Karen call the
American Paralysis Association, l-800-225-0292, and
find out their address and how to directly get things
through to CHRISTOPHER. Then we can offer it to
you. The barrage of Sipapu Odyssey books must and
will get his attention in that so many people support
him. He doesn’t need another wheelchair-roll
role
wherein he just pushes around gathering sympathy,
LET US MAKE A DIFFERENCE! We can make that
difference by MAKING SURE WE SPEAK OUT AND
ASK. GOD WORKS IN SUCH WONDROUSLY MYSTERIOUS WAYS TO PERFORM HIS WONDERSAND MIRACLES! Why load Karen with another task?
Because she is Wally Gentleman’s right hand person
and will be a major personnel and planning person in
the Movie Industry here. Remember that we all do what
is necessary in the beginning of any great revolution of
any kind-and then we settle into what our talents wish
to do. There is rarely the luxury of doing “what you
think you want to” in creating a better idea or working
toward a better and more perfect IDEAL.
So, if we do not share the adventures of personal
PEOPLE like yourselves and ourselves-how
else can
we bond with one another to accomplish good works?
We must have “connection” and continuity of purpose.
ARKANSAS

I can, lest you have forgotten the seemingly long
ago-guarantee
you that YOUR focus on the Arkansas
mess during the time of “Snell” has worked its way
around to in-depth investigations and those dastardly
people such as Governor Jim Guy Tucker are taking a
SOUND THRASHING in Arkansas these days. I think
that excuse for a “man” thumbing his nose at you-thepeople in his criminal and selfish modes of operation
has destroyed himself.
Unfortunately, with all the
emphasis on such as Tucker-the
Clintons get away
with, yes, murder.
You of other states won’t even know of that which
I speak on this particular day-except
that some readers in that area made sure that CONTACT GOT THE
INFORMATION. Notice that everything of investigative nature into those Arkansas CRIMES, is now on
hold or on the “back burner” for the show-and-tell of
the political circuits with their false promises and lies.
The politicians will now make all their “revelations”
according to what any given group of people WANT TO
HEAR!
So what is different?
Ah, I thought you would

What does this heading have in common in the two
phrases? Lots. I trust, and hope, that you noted the
19th of February coming and going-and
NO new
currency exchange!!??
What about today? Are the
banks closed today? Do you see that “revelations” are
not particularly accurate?
Not only are the banks
OPEN but the charge upward in the stock market is
bewildering in its climb. I can offer you what is offered
to me-but YOU must live in what IS and what IS
HAPPENING-for
whatever reason it might be transpiring. Look to the short term only for warnings, if
considering the market and economy-BUT
LIVE FOR
THE LONG-TERM IN YOUR GOALS. If you realize
the show-and-tell of whatever is happening-you
won’t
be tossed about on the sea of “what to do” every hour of
each day! If you are PREPARED for the WORST-then
the bed is only a more recognized and wondrous BLESSING.
If we only focus on the gold coin of the momenthow can we ever hope to change the system-OR CURE
SPINAL CORD DISEASE?
PERSONAL
INFORMATION
I know you weary of hearing, say, of E.J. and
Dharma’s earthly strunales. but what are thev to do? If
1 am so attached to Dharma as to keep her busy, how can
she pack her now meagre belongings to move out of this
dwelling where the of&es are, computers are, and our
work IS without impacting the work and, thus, YOU.
YOU deserve to know what is taking place. By sharing
this path with us you not only deserve to know but have
the RIGHT to know and she needs to understand and
this is how we ALL communicate in the present.
Ah, but Green will tell you that the Ekkers “secretly” own the house and that they have millions of
$!I$. Ah so? Then it is certainly strange that they have
a vacate notice effective the end of this month (29th
February) because the rent was not paid, and that
because of lawyer stripping of their only funds! So, we
struggle to get back the funds through legal recourse
and it must be attempted for all of us and it must be seen
that this careful confrontation can MAKE A MAJOR
DIFFERENCE-BY
ITS OUTCOME. The laws are
VERY CLEAR on the point of this being unlawful in
taking of Social Security Funds, etc., and in this day of
constant litigation this same thing will and does TOUCH
ALL OF YOU. If it can happen here and under these
circumstances it WILL HAPPENeverywhere and to you
as well. Confrontations of the “wrongs” must be immediate and not cast aside for “another” day which never
comes, but the laws get worse. That latter course of
non-action is what has brought you to NOW in the sad
state of affairs, This is WHY the CLC is going to offer
a full course school in Pro Per legal actions. YOU can’t
afford further devastation through the outrageously
bad lawyer system of injustice. In Pro Per can offer you
some good advantages without greater costs than those
perfidious attorneys must pay. This gives YOU a
decided advantage in working change because it says,
“I will not be further stomped and deceived.” It does
mean more hours spent in educating selves, researching laws, learning proper language and formats-but
in
the end, IT WILL PAY AND THE RECEIVER OF THE
PAY WILL BE YOU! Won’t that be a nice change?
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WE CAN LIGHTTHE LAMPS-YOUMUSTKEEP
ning of this case-because
he did not even KNOW
THE FUEL FOR THE WICK AND FLAME. THERE IS Ekkers or anything about Tehachapi OR this: case. Our
NO MYSTERY WE CANNOT UNFOLD AND THE only real hope is that they keep right on in intention of
PRIESTS OF THESE TEMPLES WILL FALL OF bringing him in for nothing we can dream of would be
THEIR OWN DECEITFUL WEIGHT. THE FUEL IS so helpful TO US!
“KNOWING”!
Readers, you have to stay on top of things and know
In this property example the new circumstance is, that you can find the POSITIVE attitude and action in
of course, that now the owner of the property can’t EVERY happening.
GOD’S DELAYS ARE NOT
handle any more problems with this property in con- GOD’S DENIALS. This knowledge does not, however,
stant and chronic dispute, can’t pay his own mortgages make more hours in a day or any task necessarily
and lawyers and can see no way of finishing the project “easier’‘-but
perhaps “easy” is not the right answer
first intended.
Therefore,
MAJOR circumstance
and a bit of inconvenience and difficulty can finally
changes bring about cause for other CHANGES, This “save the day”. “Winning” rarely comes in the form
latest comes via the fact that the “new” owners are you expect nor do God’s answers to YOUR PRAYERS.
going to abandon their own original plans. This seem- If you expect to make great changes-you
must be able
ingly comes, in miserable timing, just prior to, FI- to accept necessary changes in your own perceptions
NALLY, after over seven years, of getting a court date AND SOME INCONVENIENCES ALONG THE WAY.
set for a jury trial. And through that trial comes hope Remember also that there must be basis for every
for some type of “recovery”.
parable and example. That means “somebody” has to
Life is what happens, friends, while you make those walk the path FIRST. We must have better than a “calf
other plans and nothing here is different from your own path” [see p. 71 if we hope to prevail in change for a
dooryard. You must play with the hand dealt and not better actuality and realization,
that “druther” hand your neighbor may have gotten.
When we can learn how to best help ourselves, then
Then you work to build your own into the WINNING and only then can we be somewhat qualified to help
hand.
another, lest we simply be blind and lead the blinded
With allowances for office space remaining un- brother into the ditch. If we become equally blind we
changed temporarily, the Ekkers have rented a tiny fail to see what is right before us. Perhaps, for instance,
apartment in which to move. However, they will be we trot merrily off on our quest and follow Lord Natas
allowed continued use of the office space until the time only to find in the “finding” that Lord Natas is only
of sale, with conditions agreed upon to work from this Drol Satan spelled backwards. We must work in the
location and continued rental fees. The continued
system, within the system, through the system-as
it
office allowance costs will be, in return, for attending presents- and then, only then, can the system change
the care and upkeep of the property and to be available of itself while the unjust fall of their own deceit.
to “show” the property to prospective buyers. Is this
Remember that Christopher Reeve will offer more
insult to injury? No, it gives WORKING space and in a lifetime BECAUSE of his injury than he ever could
TIME to relocate the mountains of files and storage have accomplished otherwise. Let us not disown our
needs. The housing market is slow, so who knows, problems and inconveniences-let
us respect them and
perhaps the property won’t sell, after all, until such see what can be gained from the experience.
time as the trial date comes and passes and perhaps
When you spend your living moments preparing for
circumstances will change again. Perhaps the inconve- and organizing for, death-you are already dead. Ponnience of having to move will be exactly THE THING der it.
Besides, “this too shall pass,” one way or another!
that will cause a jury to make allowances in favor of
Ekkers’ petition. Then all sorts of possibilities might Let us always make the passing BETTER than it was
become available. Don’t bury your horse before it dies, before we walked this way.
friends, for with tending, it might just live a long and
RONN
JACKSON-AGAIN?!?
healthy life.
How many wondrous gains do you MISS because
I note that we are back to the ebb and flow of the
you ASSUME there are no “ways out”? How often do
you “give up” just short of winning the game? Check Ronn Jackson ongoing story. Is he for real? Is he a
your goals and accept nothing less in the end, and fraud? Is he deadoralive?
What about this new “stuff
he is telling about MJ- 12 and on and on and on. I told
“anything” that comes, along the way.
Now, why do I burden you readers with this? Be- you all along to not discount Ronn Jackson. No, it is not
there is so much you
cause we will have to have changes of address, mail “right” what has happened-but
shifted, phones forwarded or changed and how else are cannot know that you must not be guilty of JUDGING
you readers going to find “me”? This is not to gain the totality of this man. We can disapprove of the
sympathy as this particular need for change actually actions of any given person-but
when you know ALL
increases the viability and credibility of the circum- you may well again have to change your minds. If he
stances which, by the way, have been misrepresented to has not grown and changed then he will get his own
I don’t need to comment on silica,
This one seemingly dreadful thing come-uppance.
the “opposition”.
can actually offer great gain for Ekkers, in the long sandclones, or alien ANYTHING. If they are therehaul. This “opportunity” has come about because Horn they are there. If they are radioactive in presentation
has represented many different clients and in that then they are radioactive in presentation although it
malpractice and unethical mode he has hurt his own sure sounds like a rerun ofX-Files to me. On the other
clients and has weakened his own case, especially as hand, there is more to the X-Files than your might
would be presented before a jury. He has also been suppose. I do know ONE THING: Mr. Jackson will do
counting on using the lies of Green and utilizing Green what he can do to meet his agreements with ME. So,
as a SECRET SURPRISE WITNESS against the Ekkers will that solve his problems? Not all of them but I! will
for well over two years. The opposition “thinks” Green surely go a very long way toward that end.
One thing he says these days is worthy of note ‘i
will testify and end the matter by wiping out the Ekkers.
This “inconvenience” may actually end up being the you are in the market, GET OUT.
I believe that, rather than move off into beginning
VERY THING THAT WINS THE CASE FOR EKKERS.
For one very good point: in all of the other things Green a new topic, we should just have a shorter i~riting
has done to destroy-he
has only destroyed, in court, today, There is much left to do on the necessary court
documents for tomorrow. Let us never lose f‘>c’.” on our
his own integrity and credibility. He is now recognized
rings
as a liar and a thief and is not considered a credible GOAL and GOD (which IS our goal) and t::witness-in
any case in any court. He certainly won’t of life happenings will fit nicely where they 0~ vtrr-in
%.(:
be acceptable in THIS case, because we KNGW that the experiencing of the lessons that we t
what he has told the opposition simply IS NOT SO. He show the way.
Salu.
CANNOT know how things were or went in the begin-
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mn-Light-ening Reality Journey. With help from Little
Zrowof the Lakota, Dharma’s public mission of transation for Higher Teachers begins here, as a sensitive
ove story of the Purification Times, which brings
ogether a mystical “ancient” group from the “past”, a
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How do you, then, get around the “facts” if you
don’t believe or do not choose to LIKE my writings?
You simply detach UHatonn” and lay a hard trip on
Dharma. If that doesn’t work-go
for the kill and
blame the human beings who annoy you. Once intro‘I
A
WWT
‘I ‘I
mr
-7
A ‘11
duced, “just in case...“, I find that ones really don’t like
1-r J
:nounce me too hard-just
sort of cover by misspelling my label, excusing their thrusts with, “Well, I
IL1
w=vP
believe that...“, etc. Fine, believe anything you want to
believe-but
the ACTIONS, ah yes, the ACTIONS,
continue to speak very, very loudly indeed. When you
2/24/96 #l
HATONN
are you
sent to tell you Truth of Universal expectations accord- rattle and prattle, excuse and deny-what
ing to the unchanging ORDER of Universal life and actually doing? Avoiding the issue in almost every
LOOKING HERE AND THERE
brotherhood.
Each individual person will SEE that instance is what is the outcome of the actions. The
prospective possibility from as many individual van- more dastardly the intent, the more silly the excuses in
I am accused of being a bigot and a trouble maker. tage points as there are individuals and migrating evasion of confronting the issue instead of the ridicuHow can that be? I CANNOT be either; can you also souls. There doesn’t even need to be “soul” to have an lous peripheral nonsense.
understand that I cannot be for I simply “AM”? I serve opinion. However, as man hides from the Universal
no MAN but I do serve in totality my Creator that we Truth of God Creator’s Universe (YOUR universe) he
DELAYS
AND COUNTER
DELAYS
rather carelessly label God in order to lose HIM within turns to the dark expressions of physical pleasure inthe confusion of the meaning of God and gods. We stead of the JOY of goodness. It is THE mark of the
How can and why should, for instance, delays be
WRITE of many things from many aspects of percep- beast and it is THE mark which must be avoided if the continually accomplished in lawsuits? How can a cuttion so that opinions might be drawn and conclusions
soul is to travel within the higher dimensions of the and-dried fact be so debased as to go on for decades?
reached based upon some facts which usually go unnoted wondrous and higher consciousness of HU-MAN.
Intentionally, of course. Manipulations in an unjust
as man buries the dark side of his truth and doctrine and
Since Higher Universal Man is already experienc- system produce capabilities of continuation of unjust
presents the side, publicly, that he chooses. That, too, ing in those HIGHER dimensions-the
lesser intent is circumstances. It is not always the other guy’s fault or
is fine with me. However, I do not need accept such not acceptable so it is noted that until lessons are conquest-it
is fully attached to the person who is
views nor do I blindly accept any view. The “world” as learned the evil perpetrators are restricted in astral “helping”. Let us look at some local facts-why would
it is recognized by experiencing mankind is illusion at levels of physical bindings
Man is shackled in a delays be acceptable? Well, delays are necessary in
best, unknown in its factual “order” and how, for physical classroom and in a physical perception until some instances for the opposition to ALLOW STATinstance can chaos bear “order”. The two terms are lessons break through the dark wall of intent and UTE OF LIMITATIONS TOEXPIRE! If, for instance,
opposites. God and Universe are “order”; mankind as Individual Man awakens to his Truth of Being. Be- your legal guide is involved in shenanigans with the
he presents in his mental choices is “chaotic”. God is cause I know this truth and pronounce no edicts upon opposition parties in some instances-is
it not to his
ALL power but challenges without force.
Man is you, save the probabilities of expectation, I CANNOT advantage to delay everything revolving around his
I repeat: I simply own indiscretion to expire limitation statutes?
basically without power and rules through force. Does be either Bigot or Troublemaker.
this mean that God and Man are also opposites? No, it “AM”.
means that HU-Man has the capacity to become higher
and more noble than that which he presents in his
physical expression.
Man rules by doctrines-GOD
EXISTS THROUGH LAWS OF UNIVERSAL, NEVERCHANGING EXPRESSION.
Mankind looks upon happenings in a perception of
good or bad according to personal interpretation, i.e.,
a storm in April which is necessary for crops but
destroys hopes of an early year picnic is described in
terms according to the needs and wishes of each individual regarding that storm.
Can a “One World Order Government” ever work?
ALOE VERA JUICE CONCENTRATE
No, because of the one wondrous word “world”. In a
world of physical expression you can have ORDER
Aloe Vera has a long and impressive history that spans hundreds of centuries, countries and
under good Laws BUT YOU CAN NEVER HAVE
cultures, and appears in countless “folk remedies” as a plant revered for its healing qualities.
PEACE OR FREEDOM THROUGH FORCE NO MATAloe Juice is a whole-leaf concentrate prepared from the freshly harvested leaves of the
TER WHAT MIGHT BE YOUR “RELIGION*
AND,
Burbadensis
Miller
Aloe Veraplant. Aloe Juice guarantees a minimum of 10,000 mg. of mucoOF COURSE IF YOU HAVE A ONE WORLD GOVpolysaccharides per liter.
ERNMENT ORDER--YOU WILL ALSO HAVE TO
The nutrients reported in Aloe Vera include mucopolysaccharides
and polysaccharides
HAVE A ONE WORLD RELIGION.
This is simple
(glucomannans), glycoproteins, glucose, mannose, galactose, xylose, arabinose, tannins, steroids,
assumption.
LOVE is truth when it is added, multiplied, divided and evil is subtracted.
CONTROL is
organic acids, antibiotic principles, glucuronic acids, enzymes (oxidase, catalase and amylase), trace
accomplished by adding and multiplying force, dividsugars, calcium oxalate, a protein containing 18 amino acids, “wound healing” hormones, biogenic
ing one from another and by subtracting good. Therestimulators, saponins, vitamins B 1, B2, niacin, B6, choline, folic acid, chloride, sulfate, iron, calcium,
fore, God in infinite wisdom allows freedom of
copper, sodium, potassium, silicon, manganese, plus many other metabolism-assisting components.
THOUGHT in that Man might grow. A “New WORLD
For best results, most people drink 1 to 6 ounces per day. Many people enjoy drinking the
Order” plans to control and disallow freedom so that
juice
without dilution. However, if desired, you may easily reconstitute the juice by adding water or
Man is bound and shackled to “existence”.
SUPERSTITIONS

AND

MYTHS

It sounds really good when someone comes along
and tells you his “is the only way”. You can follow or
not follow his regime but basically you can discount his
message UNLESS he is powerful enough in the New
World Order to cause you to be FORCED to accept his
input. You can take my lessons and do whatever you
want with them for you need follow NO MAN. You can
toss the writings right into the trash can. My mission
is not to shove something down your throats but I am

you can flavor your Aloe with other juices such as apple, cranberry, or grapefruit juice. It is recommended
that this daily Aloe supplement be taken in divided amounts during the day. We are eager for you to
discover, as we have, the benefits of these scientifically advanced Aloe beverages and
concentrates for your optimum nutritional health.

Sale Starts 2126 thru 3129196
3202.

Aloe

Vera

Juice:

Regular

Order l-800-639-4242

Price

$18.00-Now

TOLL FREE

$13.00
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Example? Let me consider a moment: OK, if Mr.
Dixon were involved with the Green Brigade, Gary
Anderson’s antics, foreign Trusts with Tips, etc., and
worked within the very office structure where KNOWN
unlawful acts took place-and,
further, it was said he
“knew about everything”, would it not be wise to play
out in delays the statute of limitations under the civil
laws? Let us go further and note that great sums of
money from loans were due and owing and that ineludes those loans under Mr. Dixon’s authority -would
it not be wise for himself and all his former colleagues
to play out the statute of limitations rather than allow
cases to be filed-even
in Pro Per? Would it have to be
INTENTIONAL? No, but it would be because you are
dealing with brilliant minds-not
stupid-brains.
So
what can YOU do? Well, you can play out the statute
of limitations or you can act in your own behalf! You
can’t, however, do anything unless you get informed!
Why, you can ask yourself, did Mr. Dixon get
thwarted at every turn of the legal process from being
able to bring diversion of funds to legal action? It can
be from too many corrupt people in too many places or
it could be as simple as a delay awaiting a run-out of the
statute of limitations in his own behalf or on the behalf
of “those” others. Do you see, friends, how difficult it
is to SEE everything?
There is no way to know- for
only the insiders can know the facts.
I can use Mr. Dixon without fearing some selfdefensive battle over the example because he has done
so much to HELP us all here that he can be sure that we
would protect him against any foes he might have to
confront.
You see, Mr. Dixon, as in this example,
LIKE YOU, has to confront his own set of standards,
liabilities, and prospects for service or self-gain and
CHOOSE. EACH MANKIND BEING IS NO DIFFERENT FROM ANY OTHER IN THAT EACH HAS TO
CHOOSE-AND
CHOICES WILL BE BASED ON
THAT WHICH CAME BEFORE.
Readers, if you can KEEP mankind IGNORANTyou can control them at the least until it is too late to
counter the controller’s actions.
Did the above actions actually take place? Yes, so
say those of the Green Brigade and others who worked
within that circle. But did it ACTUALLY take place?

Do you see that, as in this example, only Mr. Dixon
KNOWS. It is much, readers, as in coloring your
hair-” only your hairdresser knows for sure!” No, you
knew long before you got to your hairdresser!
So, will the statute of limitations expire on some of
these things for whatever reason? NO. Why? Because
I have seen to it-in time.
Can you see that many are caught in the middle of
something in which bad choices simply “happen”? It
seems OK or “sort of’ OK at the time a shrewd dealer
comes along and then somebody sucks everyone into
the trap and blackmail becomes the deal of the day.
Still it is “OK” because there is only fringe involvement
and knowledge and choices are still undecided until,
one day-IT
IS NO LONGER “UP FOR GRABS” AS
TO CHOICES. You will forever be faced with your own
actions, choices, reputation-painting
and showing, and
hard knocks regarding less than good choices or full
commitments.
Not just a few of some example or
another to make a parable understood-but
EVERY
INDIVIDUAL AT SOME TIME OR ANOTHERFACES CHOICES OF THESE MAGNITUDES. YOU
HAVE TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT TO ASSIST
HONORABLY IN TRUTH, SORT OF HIDE OUT AND
ALLOW TIME TO SLIP AWAY WITHOUT DECIDING-OR SITTING THE FENCE AS LONG AS YOU
CAN. I can promise you this much, however: the fence
sitting or the active delaying will cost dearly in
HEALTH, for your own body mechanisms actually
become sick when you deliberately act in wrongful and
deliberately wrongful ways.
We have a very good and, for now, stable relationship with Mr. Dixon and I want to honor the man,
certainly, not offend him. He will be soon taking the
helm to offer a school which will TEACH you-the-
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people to defend selves, help selves lawfully and correctly and stop the undue legal games from destroying
you--’ if you wish to learn. He will actually be the focus
of one of our CROWN JEWELS in recognition of “how
to do it right!” Would any man miss such an opportunity to share such a gift with his fellow citizens and
allow his beloved family to look upon him with respect
and pride of parent7 I hope not. But again, as with all
things, man has to do what he will do-and that is not
my business, do you see? I can provide OPPORTUNITY and KNOCK upon your door, nothing more.
Why would Bill Clinton, whom you all know, do
the things he does? Because he HAS! It might well be
a political and One World Order THING, but he simply
has done whatever he has done, no more an no less. He
is JUST LIKE YOU-he acts as he thinks it BENEFITS
HIMSELF the most, and the rest of you, even unto his
closest family, be damned and that, too, can find excuse
for allowance. A man will act according to his foundation of strength-which
must come from inner strength
and not extra-outside force.
In any circumstance wherein TRUTH can be brought
forth, it will come through the “joining with” him who
first acted to protect the way. Then as each of you move
within the “cause” there will be ever enlarging courses
of actions to confront that which otherwise “gets away
with dastardly deeds”. Sometimes there is nobody to
“do it FOR you” even in the actions of daily living
where expertise is demanded by legal restraints. Therefore, you have to learn enough to step out there and
protect SELF and those with whom you community lest
the moment of truth in action be lost-forever!
Why, along these same thought lines, would some
try to get Rick to NOT file against his wrongdoers?
What are the opposing parties doing already? They are
not arguing on the basis of no wrongdoing-but
only on
“jurisdiction” AND “expirations of statute of limitations” ON THEIR ACTIONS.
Please remember that you have to go back ALMOST three years to remind selves that Mr. Anderson
and Mr. Green, at the least, diverted Constitutional
Law Center funds to a We-The-People BANK ACCOUNT, UNLA WFULLY by intent or non-intent, IN
COLORADO!
This included lots of money and HOW
could it be UNINTENTIONAL?
In addition to this
loss, there is also over $100,000 owed by the Common
Law Service Center (Anderson and John) to the Phoenix Institute-and
George owes now over half a million
to the Institute in outright funds and diverted GOLD. Is
it not to their benefit to play OUT THE STATUTE OF
LIMITATIONS?
I use these examples, readers, because they are real,
before us as we write, and are examples of what is
taking place from the highest abusers of law and honor
in the international intrigue to your neighbor next
door. THIS ATTITUDE is what must be changed, not
just a government or two. When MONEY instead of
integrity is the GOAL, it is a very hard disease to
overcome for each bears a price, but one you can
“purchase” and the other has no price nor ability to
purchase. Once, however, the BIG choice is made to
always act in integrity-all
those OTHER choices become indeed small. Perhaps you can only “light a
candle” in this dark world and perhaps you can only
support the candle bearer with a match with which to
spark the flame-but
that match MAKES THE ABILITY TO HAVE THE FLAME. Therefore, no gift, no
contribution is lesser than another-ONLY
DIFFERENT AND EQUALLY NECESSARY.
You people who run things have all the incorrect
assumptions.
Let me point out that in this day of
disease the person who cleans the bathroom is the
MOST IMPORTANT PERSON IN ANY PLACE. In all
instances, the person who keeps the books is the MOST
IMPORTANT PERSON in any organization as to BUSINESS. Why? Because they can destroy you if they are
careless or deliberately “out to getcha!“. When you of
Earth consider equality I want to know WHY you cast
off some of the jobs as being unworthy of YOUR
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GREAT POSITION? If you have no farmer to grow
your food-YOU ARE GOING TO STARVE NO MATTER WHO YOU TZZZNK YOU ARE!
Editor S note: This material was first introduced on
the Front Page of the 12/19/95 issue of CONTACT
and continued in the 12/26/95 issue onp. 25, and then
in the l/9/96 issue on p. 20, and then in the l/16/95
issue on p. 5; Part I1 appeared in the]/23196 issue on
p. 5; Parts 12-14 appeared in the 2161’96issue on the
Front Page; Part 15 appeared on p. 6 of the 2/13/96
CONTACT. We continue with it here.
Let us look through the mind of Mr. Calvin Buehrer
for a minute at:
NEW

WORLD

CHURCH

ORDER

by Calvin Buehrer
[QUOTING, PART 16:]
ONE

WORLD

GOVERNMENT

Who is behind the so-called “New World Order”
which President Bush spoke of so often and his Establishment allies have been promoting? This came before George and will continue long after George-but
it was thrust in your face BY NAME during Bush’s
reign as King.
The grand design for the New World Order has
been in the works for a long time but now the schemers
are beginning to talk publicly of their ultimate goal of
a One World Government. The players are now publicly presented and the enforcers are named.
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission (TC), United Nations (UN), World
Council of Churches (WCC) and many other liberal
organizations have been working on this grand design
of One World Government for many years.
Little by little, our freedoms are being taken rrlm
us and we are being snared into the net of the One
World Government.
In 1936 the Federal Register had only 24 11 pages
of Federal Regulations. By 1970 there were a total of
20,000 pages, by 1975 more than 60,000 pages and
heaven only knows how many pages of “Regulatory
Mayhem” there are today. Such a mass of conflicting
chaos is not Democracy but a form of Socialism whose
ultimate goal is a One World Government.
They have deviously arranged the International
[Monetary] Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) so that
all the nations of the world must go along with the New
World Order or their funds will be cut and their loans
will be called.
They now have established, in effect, a global
Internal Revenue Service (IRS). All nations of the
world must cooperate by taking necessary steps to
recover tax claims. If you fall out of favor with the
government of the day, you are in trouble, as this
document virtually eliminates all national borders.
It is amazing how many of our sovereign rights we
have lost in the last five years. Our World in Conflict
is moving from Sovereign Nations with Sovereign
Rights for its people to a one World Government that,
in the name of “Peace”, intends to act as the New World
Order.
Where are the people, congress, church, schools
and other American institutions that are supposed to
protect the Sovereignty of America?
The New World Order establishment has been
working diligently to destroy the virtues of America.
Liberty is the luxury of self discipline.
The establishment has used the media, mainly
television, by the use of the five memory laws, to
hypnotize the American people into following an ideology in which Americans do not believe.
The self discipline which gave us the luxury of
liberty, that brought us out of bondage, is fast decaying
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and soon we will fall under the bondage of the One
World Government, with no,place to run or escape.
What a pity. America, the nation that was born in
faith, self discipline and hard work is now handing over
its sacred sovereignty and freedom to the One World
Government without a hint of a struggle.
Karl Marx, the father of Communism, was a Jew.
Gorbachev of Russia is a Jew. If the New World Order
was introduced by a Russian an American could understand it. George Bush, the President of the United
States of America, is the first to speak in public of this
Communist and Jewish Zionist New World Order.
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion laid the blueprint of this New World Order, at the turn of the
century. Little by little, they have been able to gain
their power position and are now ready to close the vise
of their One World Government.
The answer as to who is behind the so called new
World Order is, The Elders of Zion! This order of
International Jews has gained control of the power of
the world and the money of the world and now will soon
begin their rule of the One World Government with a
hellish reign.
[END OF QUOTING]
I would now share some excerpts from abook called
NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION, by Ben Klassen,
Chapter 9, pg. 104. I make no comment to the authority
or conclusions of this writer nor the book’s contents but
I want to share a bit of incontrovertible recognition of
some of the contents.
[QUOTING:]
FIVE

JEWISH

BOOKS

THE PHOENIX PROJECT
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as Masters of Deceit. ln St. John I:1 the Jewish bible the INFORMATION and its source. I don’t and didn’t
says: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word write any of “those” books and I can only perceive
was with God, and the word was God.” A strange claim content as to truth or “consequences” of anything. I
indeed, but one loaded with meaning- a meaning that must, however, base EVERYTHING in light of GOD’S
has escaped most Gentiles, especially the preachers. LAWS IN LOGICAL REASON AND UNIVERSAL
What this strange bit of hocus-pocus really means in TRUTH.
I am a bit at a loss as to some information sent for
Jew-language is that with words they can create Gods,
and conversely words can become as powerful as a God my use which bears such quantities of information and
in controlling and directing the minds and destinies of truth and yet right off in the first paragraph the author
blows his credibility.
Perhaps it is from his lack of
people.
The Jews have used words and propaganda pro- command of the language and misuse of terms; howfusely and relentlessly to their advantage and to the ever, what he says indicates otherwise:
White Man’s detriment, along with every other race of
“I have pointed out repeatedly that
humankind on the globe. Although they have written
I am not a religionist, although the
and diffused millions of propaganda pieces, they have
Holy Bible is a book ofscientific
truth
specifically written 5 books that have had a catato me, Z would never... n
strophic effect on the history of mankind, and the
White Race in particular.
“SCIENTIFIC”
(t????) That book may be many
These books are:
1. The Old Testament. It has been a powerful things -but “scientific” is NOT among the descriptions of suitable perception.
It may represent many
instrument in uniting the Jewish race.
2. The New Testament. It was written to confuse things but scientific anything is certainly not among
and confound the Romans in particular, and the White the choices. Of all things the Holy Bible is NOT,
scientific is THE largest misfit.
Race in general. It has been devastatingly effective.
Religions are SOCIAL ORDERS, clubs with doc3. The Talmud. It was compiled over several
centuries to give the Jews a Code ofLaws to live by and trines, regulations and limitations of actions, beliefs
a formula by which they could successfully destroy the and thus and so-just as are the Governmental “Orders” of the prevailing “club” and its membership.
“Goyim”, i.e., the White Race in particular.
4. The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. This was Spiritual TRUTH has little to do with ANY CLUB
a modern distilled essence of the principles scattered MEMBERSHIP! In the ending, readers, it comes down
throughout the Talmud but concentrated and brought to two recognized entities-YOU
and GOD! May the
best WIN, which of course, is always “God” because
up to date.
5. Karl Marx’s Das Kapital and The Communist “you” are within God Creator’s most interesting and
Manifesto. Together these two are the foundation and marvelous works. The name of the REAL game here, is
program for turning the Gentile peoples of the world SOUL, while you are TAUGHT to focus on the physical
into an organized Jewish slave labor camp. This pro- unreality of expression for a few years here and a few
gram has already been successfully executed in Russia, yearsthereinauniversewithout~~~or”time”or”space”.
“So what makes you so smart, Buster?” you might
Cuba, China and dozens of other countries now under
inquire. Z have been there, friends, and gained a
the Jewish heel....
[NATURE’S ETERNAL RELIGION, Book 1, Ben whole bunch of wisdom from the school of leamingKlassen, Pub.: The Church of the Creator, P.O. Box ATSOUL PROGRESSION.
I LEARNED the right and
better WAY! So too shall YOU. Or, you will remain on
5908, Lighthouse Point, Fla. 33064, 1973.1
the neverending wheel of entrapment.
Soul moves
toward eternal LIFE-body
moves toward DEATH.
[END QUOTING OF PART 161
The concept is simple enough, the game rules easy. I
It would seem that it always comes back around to salute all who come to KNOW. Salu.

As we have seen from the history of the White Race
and of the Jewish race, the Jews throughout their long
and tortuous history have been the supreme masters of
deceit.
Whereas the Egyptians are no more, the
Babvlonians have disappeared, the (original) Greeks
were mongrelized, the Romans perished; the Jews, on
the other hand, are alive today, and going strong. They
are, in fact, now in control of the world.
Why is it that this . . . race, which could never even
found a culture or a civilization, or manage to build a
country of their own, has nevertheless come out on top?
If we analyze Jewish history, the answers are not
too hard to come by. There are hundreds of reasons that
could be listed, but basically they are these few:
1. Early in their history they recognized what a
powerful weapon was religion-a
weapon with which
to unite their own race, and a weapon with which to
destroy their enemies.
2. They learned that in racial unity there is strength.
They have been fanatically dedicated to their own race.
3. They found that there is nothing more potent in
unifying a group, nation or race than hating a common
enemy. As a consequence all non-Jewish peoples have
perpetually been their enemies, and always will be.
4. The Jews mastered the tricky technique of
confuse, divide and conquer as a key in overcoming
their enemies.
5. They have relentlessly organized-they
have
organized their own people into thousands of effective
and all-encompassing
groups. They have also organized their enemies for their own destruction.
6. They have been diabolically clever at propaganda. They have grasped early in their history what a
powerful tool was propaganda with which to manipulate their enemies.
It is this last aspect we want to examine more
thoroughly. Whereas the Jews are in complete control
of today’s propaganda and “news” media-radio,
television, motion picture, newspapers, magazines, etc.,
they were already extremely adept at using propaganda
before the modern means were even invented.
Manipulation of the word has been their specialty
.*
.

PatOliphant
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Use For W&ter Purification
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and
other critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops
OxySol per gallon of water and agitate container enoug
to mix well.
Available
From

New

&yjcy

Order Form

l(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX

Name

City/Town

Zip Code

State/Prov.
Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration

* SHIPPING Q HANDLING RATES:

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
f
0
s
s
S

lOK!
201-300
301-400
401-so0
Sol-600

$6.00
47.00
$8.00
69.00
s10.00
S11.00

16 oz. LIQUID

$20.00

GAIMJDRIANA

32 oz. LIQUID

$40.00

AQUAGAIA

(Mitochondria)

AQUAGAIA

(Mitochondria)

16 oz. UQUID

$20.00

32 oz. LIQUID

$40.00

GMALYTE
KOMBUCHA

TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCHA

TEA VINEGAR I 6 oz.

CARBRAGAIA
lB 1” ORAPB

SEED EXTRACT

~IB1”WILDYAMBXTBACT

JUICE

CONCENTRATE)

(WHOLE

$18.00

60 CAPSULES

$22.00

liter

qt.) (CHERRY-BERRY)

om(l

ml.)

KHERRVI

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant
CHLORELLA

$18.00

CRANBERRY-APPLE)

KRANBERRVl

Formula

I
(I 80 TABLETS)~

(300 TABLEIS/SOCtmg.EA.)

4 Ibs. @ S1.25/lb.

$18.00

(10X STRENQTH)

o=(l

*

$ 8.50

60 CApsum

LEAF ALOE VERA,

PELT BREAD MIX (Whole Wheat & Spelt)

$ 6.00

(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz.

I

I

260.00

I

$24.95

1
I

$21.00

I

ECHIBIACEA GOLD PLUS (goTABLETS)
GAurm
- 30 Day Supply

$24.50

GIIIKGO

$24.95

BILOBA

LoTlo

(24% I!mmt.)( 180 TABLETS)

4 oz..

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz.
2 0%
G~Co~withtraceminerah
CdltidalSilver&Traccaoldmspcndaiina
160%

I

I

I

I I

I

I

I

1 Bottle Gaiandriana

$35.00
$20.00
$ 8.00
J 10.00

money orders payabk to:

$56.00

32 oz.
$96.00
distilled water fluid
PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHlPPINC FOR bLL NONBREAD or PROGRAM STARTlNG PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE PACKAGES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

-

NW Gtie

R&eta

4
s
S
4
s
S

o-1 00
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
Sol-600

$8.00
59.00
s10.00
$11 .oo
$12.00
$13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Date

S 8.50
$15.00
s 3.50
S 6.00

1 liter
2 liters
1 liter
2 liters

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

lLlc?IL
* For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
H For Priority Mail to any locatlons. please call for rates.
+* All Foreign orders, please contact our ofBce In wrltlng
for specMc rates as rates vary greatly.
t* When ordering cases of product call for shlpplng rates.

FEt’$NFT Qty. Amount

GAIANDRIANA

oAlAlwl

l

For Credit Card Orders

Item

SUPER
SUPER

16 OZ. 8s 32 OZ.

ALASKA C HAWAII PLEASECALL FOR SHIPPING RATES

Date

Street Address

AM)E

16 OZ. 8s 32 OZ.

2 OZ.,

16 OZ. 8s 32 OZ.

(Please Print)

3

2 OZ.,

16 OZ. 8s 32 OZ.

1996

New Caia Products,
P.O. Box 27710,
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Signature

16 OZ. 8s 32 OZ.

products

New Gaia Products

Daytime

2 OZ.,

1.M

NcWcaicsP.O. Box 27710
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
Phoenix
Journals
AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO
ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICAL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE Journals
ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals
ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
** These marked JournuLr are out of stock until
further
notice.
1. SIPAPU
ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
*+6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
**12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
l*13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
l * 14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
l * 15. RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION
l*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
“17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
‘$18. BLOOD AND ASHES
l*19. FIRESTORM
IN BABYLON
l*?.G. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
“25.
THE BITTER COMMUNION
‘+26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
l*28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
l*29. END OF THE MASOUERADE
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38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL.
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL.
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LIE
I
LIE
II

41. THE DESTRUCTION
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

lJNHoLY ALLIANCE
TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
THE FUNNEL’S NECK
MARCHING TO ZION
SEX AND THE LOTTERY
GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOLE
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
7 1. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUlR AND CGNSEQUENCES VOL. III
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76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
PLAYERS IN THE GAME
IRON TRAPAROUNDAMERICA
MARCHING TO ZOG
TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG
RUSSIAN ROULETTE
RETIREMENT RETREATS
POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
SHOCK
THERAPY
MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSH?,...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEE c
“AND OTHER FORMS OF
MURDER”(The Health Book)

FOR INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27353
Las Vtgau, Nevada 89126

(or call)
l-800-800-5565
(Xastercard,
Discover)

VISA,

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

USA (except
Alaska
& Hawaii)
UPSS3.75 1st title. $1 .OOea add’1
BookratcS2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea addl
RiorityS3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
ALASKA Q HAWAll
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority63.40 1st title. $1 DO ea add’1
UPS 2nd day-IA00 1st title, I1 ea add’1
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-S3.00 1st title. Il.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$4.50 1st Me, $2.00 ea add’1
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)
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CONTACT:

THE PHOENIX
is published

PROJECT

CONTACT,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Reproduction

of this newspaper for private,

as the content and integrity remain absolutely
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly
forbidden
unless and until
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT,
INC.

SUBSCRIBE

CONTACT,

TO
CALL=

1-800-800-5565

805-822-0202

by

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to I-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap-

pears on right side of mailing label.

Ouantitv Subscriutions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US);
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantityback issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional
$0.45.
Shipping
inchr&d,post@dintheContinentaIU.S.A.
Alaska,Hawaii,Canada&Fcnaiga
pk88calllDrwritefbrqwteson
additiotutlshippinRchafges.

This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writThis is our way of
ings.
keeping you informed about
fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus dairy callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toil
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

